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Progress 
During the first report period of the contract telephone 
contacts were made to Mr. Dennis Tschudi to discuss the technical 
requirements for the antenna. 
A literature search was begun to identify currently existing, 
UHF, Receive Only, Shipboard Radar Antennas. 
A call was received from ITT to stop all work on the contract 
pending a possible funding problem. 
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Progress 
No progress was made on the contract during the month of 
September 1989 pending resolution of the possible change in the 
project duration and funding. 
A modification was made to the contract during September which 
extended the project to January 31, 1989. It was planned to defer 
all remaining effort on the project to the months of November 1989, 
December 1989 and January 1990. 
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Progress 
No progress was made on the contract during the month of 
October 1989 as per scheduled project extension. 
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During the month of November various antennas were examined for 
suitability for the proposed broadband, UHF, circularly polarized 
phased array. The following antenna types were studied: 
1) Planar Spiral 
2) Conical Spiral 
3) Crossed Log Periodic Dipole Array (LPDA) 
4) Crossed Back Fire Log Periodic Dipole Array 
5) Crossed Printed Circuit Board Notches 
6) Dual Ridged Square Horn 
7) Crossed Bow Tie Dipoles Above Ground Plane 
8) Axial Mode Helix 
These antennas are all circularly polarized and are in common use 
in the UHF region. The antennas are further subdivided according 
to achievable bandwidth: 
A) 400 MHz to 2.6 GHz (6.5 to 1 Frequency Ratio) 
1) Planar Spiral 
2) Conical Spiral 
3) Crossed LPDA 
B) 400 MHZ to 900 MHz (2.25 to 1 Frequency Ratio) 
1) Crossed Back Fire Log Periodic Dipole Array 
2) Crossed Printed Circuit Board Notches 
3) Dual Ridged Square Horn 
4) Crossed Bow Tie Dipoles Above Ground Plane 
C) Less than a 2.25 to 1 Frequency Ratio 
1) Axial Mode Helix (1.6 to 1 Ratio) 
The antenna types are next categorized by circularly polarized 
gain: 
1) Axial Mode Helix (12 to 20 dBi) 
2) Crossed LPDA (7 to 10 dBi) 
3) Crossed Backfire LPDA (6 to 9 dBi) 
4) Dual Ridged Square Horn (3 to 10 dBi) 
5) Crossed Bow Tie Dipole Above Ground Plane 
(2 to 5 dBi) 
6) Crossed Printed Circuit Board Notches 
(2 to 5 dBi) 
7) Conical Spiral (3 dBi) 
8) Planar Spiral (0 dBi) 
The desirability of using the Crossed LPDA is apparent. 
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During the month of December various feed networks were examined 
for suitability. The key requirements for the feed networks are 
a) wideband operation (400 Mhz to 2.6 GHz preferable or 400 MHz to 
900 MHz minimal), b) minimal switching, c) low loss, and d) single 
or multiple simultaneous beams. The following feed systems were 
studied: 
1) Rotman Lens 
2) R-2R Lens 
3) R-KR Lens 
4) Butler Matrix 
5) Blass Matrix 
6) Adaptations of 5) and 6) for Cylindrical Arrays 
Lens feed systems have the advantage of not requiring the same 
number of array elements as beam positions, thus the array might 
have only 45 elements but could achieve say 60 discrete beams 
without variable phase shifters. This system would require only 
60 SPST switches per receiver to connect the receiver(s) to one of 
the beam position ports of the lens. 
Lens feed systems use electrical path length and geometry to insure 
the proper path length (phase shift) from the feed point to each 
element of a cylindrical array. Thus the lens size must be some 
multiplying constant times the size of the array. The array in 
this case will be on the order of 25 feet in diameter, thus the 
lens can be expected to be on this same order. The diameter of the 
R-2R lens for example is one half the size of the diameter of the 
array. The diameter of the R-KR lens, in its most used form, is 
1.9 times the diameter of the lens, perhaps bigger than the ship's 
beam. The sizes of lens can be reduced for receiving applications 
through the use of frequency translation. The frequency of the 
signal passing through the lens need not be the same as the array 
frequency if a mixer, perhaps preceded by a low noise amplifier, 
is placed at the output of each array element and before the lens. 
Thus the frequency of the signal passing through the lens can be 
higher or lower than the frequency of the signal passing through 
the array elements. If the lens frequency is made higher than the 
array frequency, the lens must be smaller to produce the same phase 
shift. 
Frequency translation will be required if the diameter of the array 
varies with frequency, as it would in a circular array of log 
periodic dipole arrays (LPDAs). The electrical diameter of a LPDA 
array decreases with increasing frequency. Thus the size of any 
lens feed system would likewise need to decrease with increasing 
frequency. Physical lens do not, however, decrease with increasing 
frequency. Frequency translation can be used again to provide a 
lens with decreasing electrical size with increasing frequency. 
The local oscillator frequency would be made to increase with 
increasing array frequency and the difference frequency, out of the 
array element mixers, would be passed through the lens. Thus the 
lens would look smaller as the array frequency increased. This is 
the case of a variable intermediate frequency. The receiver would 
tune to the variable intermediate frequency, tuning to low 
intermediate frequencies to listen to high array frequencies. 
Network type feed systems provide the required amplitude (normally 
constant for each element) and phase (normally a cylindrical phase 
front) for each element. The normal configuration is to provide 
excitation for N elements with N input ports of the network. The 
N by N networks have simpler realizations than N by M networks. 
The inputs to an N by N networks can be pre-phase shifted by 
variable phase shifters to obtain 360 degree scanning of a single 
beam without switching. Such networks and phase shifters must 
provide amplitude levels independent of frequency and phase shifts 
which are exactly linearly increasing with frequency. Often 
networks and incorporated power dividers and phase shifters do not 
meet this requirement. Frequency translation can again be used, 
this time to keep the intermediate frequency constant for the 
amplitude and power division networks. The phase shifting part of 
the network would use phase shifters in the base oscillator in a 
phase lock loop frequency generator circuit. Such a phase lock 
loop system producing the desired frequency through multiplication 
of the base frequency could produce a phase shift exactly linear 
with frequency. 
The R-KR lens is the only lens which can produce beams in all 360 
degrees using a single lens. The adaptations of the Butler matrix 
feed systems to cylindrical array configurations including the 
required fixed cylindrical phase shifts can also be used to produce 
360 degree beams. 
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ANTENNA CONCEPTS FOR RECEIVE-ONLY 
UHF SHIPBOARD RADAR 
This study addressed various antenna concepts and associated 
feed networks for receive-only, UHF (400 MHz to 2.6 GHz), shipboard 
radar. The participants in this study were Drs. Larry E. Corey, 
Edward B. Joy and Charles E. Ryan, Jr. all from the Georgia 
Institute of Technology. This study was aided by input from Mr. 
Dennis Tschudi and Mr. Walter Weiss of ITT Gilfillan. 
UHF Shipboard Radar Antennas 
Attached is a listing of UHF Shipboard Radar Antennas found 
in the book "Shipboard Antennas". Most of the antennas are 
rotating reflector or rotating flat panel phased arrays. None 
found covered the wide frequency range required and none were 
electronically scanned for 360 degree azimuth coverage. 
Cylindrical Arrays 
The horizontal (in the plane of the circular array or in the 
cone of a small angle conical array) 3 dB beamwidth in degrees for 
a cylindrical array is given approximately by: 
BWaz = 59/D 
where D is the diameter of the array in wavelengths. Thus a 
beamwidth of 5.9 degrees would require a diameter of 10 
wavelengths, which at 400 MHz would be 24.6 feet in diameter. The 
corresponding elevation beamwidth in degrees is given by: 
BWei = 202/SQRT(D) 
1 
where SQRT is the square root operation. A 10 wavelength diameter 
circular array would then produce an elevation beamwidth of 64 
degrees. 
Gain of the circular array is approximated as: 
Gain = 39,000/(BWn BWei ) 
which for the above calculated beamwidths, is a gain of 20 dBi. 
It is anticipated, based on the few existing cylindrical 
arrays, that side lobe levels approximately 20 dB below the main 
beam peak can be realized in an cylindrical array. Likewise, it 
is anticipated that beam cross over points will be in the range 
from 3 to 4 dB below the main beam peaks. 
Broadband UHF Array Elements 
Several circularly polarized, UHF, broadband, antenna types 
were considered for array application including: planar spiral, 
conical spiral, printed circuit board notch, double ridge horn, 
axial mode helix, log periodic dipole array and back fire log 
periodic dipole array. The axial mode helix can only achieve a 
bandwidth of 1.6 to one, the double ridge horn and the printed 
circuit board notch can achieve a bandwidth of 4 to one. The 
spirals and log periodic dipole array can achieve a bandwidth of 
10 to one. The back fire log periodic is limited to a bandwidth 
of 2.5 to one. Sinuous antennas such as the Tecom Type 201600 
described in the attached specification sheet have bandwidth 
capabilities similar to the spirals. 
The back fire log periodic array is not a common antenna. The 
normal log periodic dipole array is an endfire array with main beam 
directed toward the short element end of the array. The short 
2 
elements, which are all less than one half wavelength at the 
operating frequency, produce very little scattering cross section 
to the forward propagating wave. The back fire, log periodic 
dipole array produces a main beam in the direction of the longer 
elements. The longer elements, which are all longer than one half 
wavelength at the operating frequency, achieve a large scattering 
cross section when they reach a length of approximately 1.4 
wavelengths. This phenomena is shown in an attached figure from 
Harrington's Time-Harmonic Electromagnetic Fields book. Thus the 
back fire array is limited to frequency ranges such that the longer 
elements remain less than 1.4 wavelengths long for all operating 
frequencies. Several back fire log periodic arrays have been 
designed, constructed and tested at Georgia Tech with good gain and 
pattern over the limited 2.5 to one bandwidth. The gain is 
approximately 1 dB less than for the forward fire and the back lobe 
is only 10 dB down as compared to approximately 20 dB down for the 
forward fire configuration. The impedance variations are similar 
to the forward fire case, the VSWR typically remaining under 2 to 
one over the antenna operating bandwidth. 
Array elements must also have physical size less than 
approximately one wavelength at the highest operating frequency to 
be used in an array in which it is desired to produce no grating 
lobes. The planar spiral has a diameter of approximately one third 
of a wavelength at the lowest operating frequency and is therefore 
limited to a frequency range of approximately 2.5 to one for use 
in a broadside broadband array. The frequency range is further 
reduced in a circular array as side elements will be steered to 
almost 90 degrees and thus will produce a grating lobe even with 
half wavelength spacing. It is estimated that the frequency range 
for planar spirals used in a circular array will be limited to 2 
to one. The frontal size of a crossed notch element is 
approximately one fourth of a wavelength at the lowest operating 
frequency. Thus it might achieve a 4 to one frequency range in a 
3 
broadside planar array and approximately 2.5 to one in a circular 
array. The log periodic dipole array and backfire log periodic 
dipole array have frontal dimension of one half wavelength and 
require a minimum spacing of 0.7 wavelength spacing for good array 
performance. The center of radiation in a log periodic array moves 
toward the short element end of the array as the frequency 
increases. Thus if log periodic dipole arrays are arranged in a 
circle with the small element end of the arrays pointing toward the 
center of the circle, the 0.7 wavelength spacing between the 
centers of radiation is maintained at all frequencies. See an 
attached figure of such an array of log periodic dipole arrays from 
the Antenna Engineering Handbook. Grating lobes which might appear 
at wide angles are suppressed by the narrow beamwidth (typically 
60 degree, 3dB beamwidth) of the log periodic dipole array. 
Circular polarization is achieved naturally using a spiral. 
The sense of the spiral winding is the sense of the circular 
polarization. Spirals may be wound in either direction. The 
polarization sense of a spiral may also be reversed by feeding from 
the ends of the spiral arms instead of the normal center feed 
point. The printed circuit board notch requires two crossed 
notches, a power divider and an 90 degree frequency independent 
phase shifter to form circular polarization. Likewise the double 
ridged horn requires the power divider and phase shifter. The log 
periodic dipole array can be circularly polarized by mounting 
vertical dipoles on the same center twin lead transmission line as 
the horizontal dipole. The vertical dipoles are spaced with a tau 
factor equal to the square root of the tau factor for the 
horizontal dipoles, however. Thus a crossed dipole array is formed 
which produces circular polarization without the need for a power 
divider or phase shifter. Another way to produce circular 
polarization is through the use of a meander line polarizer grid 
placed in front of a linearly polarized antenna. Multilayer grids 
have produced acceptable performance over a frequency range as 
4 
large as 4 to one with some loss in gain. A multilayer polarizer 
grid will be large, thick and bulky at UHF, however. 
The gain of the elements is also important in the overall gain 
of. the array. The gain of the planar spiral, backed with a 
resistive cavity is approximately -1 dBi. The gain of a circular 
polarized notch, including losses in the power divider and phase 
shifter, is estimated to be 0 dBi. The gain of a circularly 
polarized, log periodic dipole array, of the large tau design, is 
10 dBi. The gain of a similar, back fire, circularly polarized, 
log periodic dipole array is estimated to be 9 dBi. 
Beamformer Networks 
Several beamformer networks have been investigated to feed a 
circular array: The Rotman lens, the R-2R lens, the R-KR lens as 
well as the Butler, Blass and other matrix feed systems. The lens 
systems use the fact that the array is of constant radius. The 
corresponding lens size is related to the size of the constant 
radius antenna. The matrix systems, however, do not use geometry 
to create the proper cylindrical phasing, instead they employ fixed 
phase shifters to achieve the proper cylindrical phase, with 
additional variable amounts of phase shift for beam steering. The 
phase shift through the phase shifters must increase linearly with 
frequency for wide band operation. 
The Rotman lens can be configured to work over a 90 degree 
sector with equal beamwidth beams. The R-2R lens is capable of 
full 360 degree coverage but when multiple simultaneous beams are 
required the coverage is reduced to 90 degrees. The R-2R lens 
diameter is one half the diameter of the array. The R-KR lens is 
capable of true 360 degree coverage with multiple simultaneous 
beams. A K value of 1.9 is chosen for best performance. This 
choice makes the diameter of the lens 1.9 times the diameter of the 
5 
array. The diameter of the lens can be reduced by using a lens 
with dielectric constant greater than air. The size of the lens 
can be reduced by the square root of the dielectric constant. 
Higher loss is normally associated with higher dielectric constant 
material, however. See the attached 1984 Microwave Journal article 
which discusses these various feed systems for circular arrays. 
The Rotman, R-2R and R-KR lenses are capable of wideband operation 
and could be configured in strip line or microstrip configuration 
at the UHF frequencies for lowest loss. Ohmic losses are expected 
to dominate over manufacturing and missmatch losses and could be 
as large as 3 dB for the size anticipated. There should be very 
little directivity loss, however. 
Should the diameter of the cylindrical array vary with 
frequency, as is the case with a circular array of log periodic 
dipole arrays, the lens feed systems will not work unless the lens 
diameter varies in the same way. It is suggested that the 
electrical size of the lens could be made to vary by changing the 
frequency of the signal passing through the lens. The frequency 
can be changed by having a mixer at the output of each array 
element and adjusting the local oscillator frequency to produce the 
required frequency. The lens frequency should decrease with 
increasing array frequency for the case in which the array diameter 
decreases with increasing array frequency. 
The Butler and Blass networks were originally developed for 
linear arrays, but have been applied to cylindrical arrays. These 
matrix networks with the addition of fixed cylindrical phase delays 
and commutating switches can be used to feed portions of a 
cylindrical array to produce single beam patterns, but with the 
power loss and cost associated with the required switching. Matrix 
methods of feeding circular symmetric arrays are discussed in an 
attached paper by Provencher. Another attached paper by Sheleg 
shows that a Butler matrix fed circular array can be steered by 
6 
variable phase shifters in addition to the fixed phase shifters. 
The matrix feed techniques require that the phase shift of the 
phase shifters vary linearly with frequency for wide band 
operation. 
The phase shifters need only work at a single frequency if a 
mixer is employed at each array element. The local oscillator 
frequency is synthesized as multiples of some base frequency. The 
phase shifters shift the Iihase of the base frequency oscillator 
such that through the multiplying process the phase increases 
linearly proportional to frequency. 
Array Configuration 
It seems possible that a circular array of log periodic dipole 
arrays could produce a circular polarization, 20 dBi gain, constant 
pattern, and constant input impedance over the frequency range from 
400 MHz to 2.6 GHz. The array would be a conical wedge array in 
which the lower surface of the conical wedge is at an angle of 28 
degrees from horizontal and the upper surface of the conical wedge 
is at an angle of 12 degress from horizontal. The conical wedge 
would house two conical arrays of log periodic dipole arrays, the 
lower log periodic dipole array would be located at a cone angle 
of 24 degrees from horizontal and the upper conical array would be 
located at a cone angle of 16 degrees from horizontal. The center 
of the cone must be hollow, however, as the main beams of all the 
log periodic arrays would pass through this center point. Thus the 
array would have to be mounted at the top of a mast or the top of 
the deckhouse or gun turret, etc. The array would have a diameter 
of 24.6 feet plus any radome covering and would contain a phased 
array of 2 by 45 log periodic dipole arrays. Each log periodic 
dipole array would be approximately 12 feet in length. The 
cylindrical array would have two elements in elevation to form two 
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The 20 dBi gain requirement means that the UHF array will be 
physically large. The diameter will be approximately 25 feet which 
is. approximately one half of the typical warship beam of 50 to 60 
feet. The large size thus presents definite problems in siting the 
antenna. Blockage effects due to the ships superstructure need to 
be minimized to avoid beam distortions and gain loss. 
The UHF array antenna will require a volume which is 
approximately the volume swept by the rotating AN/SPS-49 radar 
antenna as mounted on the FFG-7 and CG-47 class ships. Such an 
antenna could be mounted on a tower or mast if this does not 
adverse7f affect the ships's topside moment. However, for the FFG-
7 and CG-47 ships this might require the removal of the AN/SPS-49 
air search radar. 
A "stack" mounted configuration has been suggested. However, 
this does not appear to be feasible since the stacks are typically 
not "single" stacks, but come in intake/outlet pairs for the gas 
turbine engines. This is typical for the CG-47, DD-963 and DDG-51 
class ships. The FFG-7 has a cylinder shrouding the stacks, but 
that location is low with respect to the superstructure resulting 
in unacceptable blockage. 
It may be possible to mount "half arrays" outrigged from 
either the stack structure or from the deckhouse for the DD-963 and 
CG-47 ships which have the same "split" deckhouse topside. This 
is not particularly attractive due to possible damage from heavy 
seas. The array "halves" might be mounted on the deckhouse next 
to the stacks, with some blockage. 
It is most likely that this large UHF array antenna will 
require its own mast or mast outrigger. This can be accomplished, 
9 
but will probably require extensive rearrangement of the existing 
topsides. See the attached information on the DDG-51, FFG-7, DD-
963 and CG-47. 
Prototype Development 
The Georgia Institute of Technology would be most interested 
in the design, contruction and measurement of a prototype of such 
antenna system. 
1 0 
FIG. 14-37 View of circularly polarized 
crossed LP dipole arrays with a single feeder. 
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snow, and measuring the distance out to an object — doing far mor e ' 
than the human eye can do alone." Moreover, during the forqi 
years since becoming fully operational, radar development hog .1 
 never decreased in intensity, its design and application ever roof 
sophisticated and complex. Higher transmitter power along wi 
greatly improved antenna characteristics (higher gain, narrow , 
beamwidths, lower sidelobes) allow vastly better resolution an 
accuracy than the now primitive equipment of World War II. But Oa 
tasks are tougher as the requirements levied upon radar in todan 
scenario have increased enormously. Whether it is civilian it trite 
fic to be controlled or potential incoming anti-ship missiles o fen 
off, the demands for simultaneous detecting and tracking of closely 
spaced targets in all environments, from very great distances away 
to close in, strains the limits of imagination and technology. of 
must present-day reaction times be that in some applicationa ra 
sensors automatically activate other control systems, defensive 
weapons for example, completely by-passing human operators. 
The U.S. Navy has over 1500 shipboard radars of nearly two dozen 
types in service, including long range 2-D and 3-D air search, surface 
search, aircraft control, harbor navigation, and weapons ng. B 
the mid-1980s the total number will increase to perhaps 2000, but 
with a refreshing decrease in the types, as projected by Figure 4-3 ; ' 
As might be expected, there is a wide variety of radar antenn 
installed aboard Navy ships. Some are outmoded but still n use 
many are of current inventory and some, such as the new EGI., 
fixed, planar, phased-arrays, are representative of the latest antenn, 
technology. Within the limits of non-classified inforrnation, exam 
plea of those types currently in service will be described. 	.47 
• 
4-1 SURVEILLANCE RADAR ANTENNAS 	:,:u 
During the war years, as radar technology rapidly progressed, 
varied equipment types resulted in categorization by primary fuli „f% • 
tion. There were radars used for long range air search, others • 
very close-in targets, some for covering high elevation angles, 01 
•,• 	
•- .;. 
for surface search, and still others needed principally for loa n 
 navigation. Gradually over the years, naval surveillance r
adars 	.41 
became segregated by purpose: two-dimensional air search, • .•'!'• 
dimensional air search, surface search, and navigation. 	it".. • ,••• 
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0.1 2-D Air Search Radar Antennas 
AN/SPS-6 
The first of the improved, post-war long-range air search radars was 
the AN/SPS-6, a direct descendant of the models SR-3 and SR-6 
which had boen designed especially for high-angle detection of 
Kamikaze attacks in the Pacific theater." Operating in the mid-
UHF region (L-band), and originally procured in 1950, many of the 
later versions of the SPS-6 are still in service on older ships. A series 
of antennas haa been used with equipment models of the SPS-6, 
beginning with the AS-402 (Vivre 4-4), and followed by the AS-429 
(Figure 4-5) and the AS-430A (Figure 4-6). All of these have since 
been replaced by the AS-430B shown in Figure 4-7 and described in 
detail below: 
ANTENNA AS-430B/SPS-6C 
a. TYPE/USE — The AS-430B is a directional transmit and receive 
antenna used with long-range air and surface search radar set 
AN/SPS-6C designed for shipboard operation to obtain target bear-
ing and range information. Consisting of a dual-frequency feedhom 
radiator, a wind balancing vane, and parabolic section reflector, the 
antenna has a 30° vertical beamwidth and a horizontal beamwidth of 
three and one-half degrees. The reflector assembly is a stainless steel 
frame which is ribbed and braced with fabricated stainless steel 
channel members and has a reflecting surface made of wire mesh. The 
dual feedhorn (radar and IFF) is silver plated stainless steel and has a 
fiberglass cover protecting the,orifice. The entire assembly is sup-
ported by a pedestal which rotates the antenna at varying rpm's to 
supply target bearing data. 
PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION — [See Figure 4-7]. 
DIMENSIONS — (1) Height: 95-7/e inches (113-14 with pedestal); (2) 
Width: 204 inches; (3) Depth: 153% inches; (4) Weight: 924 pounds 
(with pedestal). 
FREQUENCY RANGE — 1250 to 1350 MHz (L•and). 
VSWR — Not to exceed 1.5:1 at the RF input. 
POWER RATING — 750 kW peak. 
POLARIZATION — Horizontal. 
GAIN — 27 dB. 
TYPE OF FEED — RG-132/W waveguide. 
PRIMARY POWER REQUIRED — 115/230 vac, 60Hz. 
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Shortly after the AN/SPS-6 equipment was purchased in the early 
1950s, a second type of 2.D air search radar, the AN/SPS-12, was 
procured for fleet use. Operating at the same L-Band frequencies for 
long range target surveillance (out to 200 miles), the SPS-12, too, is 
now considered obsolete and being superseded by newer systems 
(refer to Fig. 4-3). Nevertheless, it is still found on a small number of 
naval ships. Its antenna, the AS-603 shown in shipboard configure. 
tion in Figure 4-8, has the following characteristics: 
ANTENNA AS-603/SPS-12 
a. TYPE/USE — The AS-603 is a directional, rotating, high gain 
antenna used with long range air and surface search radar set 
AN/SPS-12; designed for shipboard operation to obtain target bear-
ing and range information. Consisting of a feedhorn exciter and para-
bolic section reflector, the antenna has a 30° cosecant-squared beam 
in the vertical plane and a three-degree beamwidth in the horizontal 
plane. The reflector assembly is an all-welded stainless steel frame of 
tubular construction with a reflector surface of welded wire mesh 
screening. The assembly rests on a tubular truss and drum support 
which bolts to the top of the rotary antenna pedestal. A vertically 
polarized antenna, the AT-388/SPS-12, is mounted in the mouth of the 
feedhorn for IFF use. To protect the dipole and horn interior from salt 
air and exhaust gas contaminates, a fiberglass cover is fitted over the 
front of the horn. 
b. PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION — [See Figure 4-81 
c. DIMENSIONS — (1) Height: 92 inches (116 with pedestal); (2) Width: 
205 inches; (3) Depth: 121 inches; (4) Weight: 990 pounds (with 
pedestal). 
d. FREQUENCY RANGE — 1250 to 1350 MHz. 
e. VSWR — Not to exceed 1.6:1 at RF input. 
f. POWER RATING — 500 kW peak 
g. POLARIZATION — Horizontal. 
h. GAIN — 25 dB. 
i. TYPE OF FEED — CG-1027/U waveguide. 
j. PRIMARY POWER REQUIRED — 440vac, 60Hz, three-phase. 
k. REFERENCE — Technical Manual, Radar Set AN/SPS-12, NAVSEA-
0967-069-2010: 
AN/SPS-29 
As reveiwed at the beginning of this chapter, the Navy, in its need 
for shipboard radar sets of manageable size (antennas in particu- 
lar), had early centered its major research and development efforts 
281 
wound 200 MHz. Its first shipborne model, the XAF (Figure 4-2), 
operated at this frequency and from this experimental equipment 
came a long series of wartime successors including the CXAM, XAR, 
$A, SC-1, SK, and SR. Immediately following the war, the Navy 
w as, for a time, required to give up the 200 MHz segment of the VHF 
band to the newly developing commercial television interests. By 
the mid-1950s, however, upon recognition of the merits of VHF 
radar for long range, high altitude detection, and the need for diver-
sity of operation, the Navy won reassignment of the 200 MHz band 
for its uses." Thereafter followed the development of the AN/SPS-
V, which was superseded in turn by the AN/SPS - 29 described 
below. The AN/SPS-29 is itself fast becoming obsolete (refer to Fig. 
ANTENNA AS-943/SPS-29 
a. TYPE/USE — The AS-943 is a rotating planar array used with the 
shipbome AN/SPS-29 very long range air-search radar designed to 
detect the distance and bearing of remote targets. Arranged in four 
rows of seven horizontal radiators, there are 28 folded dipoles spaced 
one-half wavelength apart vertically and horizontally, and approxi-
mately 1/4 wavelength in front of a flat "bedspring" reflector, fabri-
cated on an aluminum frame. The feed array leads from the rotating 
joint of the pedestal up to a tee assembly, where the power is divided 
equally to feed the top and bottom halves of the antenna. The power 
for each half of the antenna is further divided at the remainder of the 
dipoles on that branch of the feed array. The antenna input is tuned by 
a stub assembly between the input feed line and tee section. Internal 
construction of the dipoles provides for balun action and the imped- 
ance transformation necessary to obtain the proper current distribu- 
tion for a highly directional beam. The antenna assembly is mounted 
„ on a rotatable pedestal and forms a radiation pattern having a 25.6° 
vertical beamwidth and 19° horizontal beamwidth. Provisions are 
made for installing a type AT-352/UPA IFF antenna above the radar 
reflector. 
b. PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION — [See Figure 4-9). 
C. DIMENSIONS — (1) Height: 102 inches (140 with pedestal); (2) Width: 
210 inches; (3) Depth: 55 inches; (4) Weight: 1275 pounds (with 
pedestal). 
d. FREQUENCY RANGE — 200 MHz VHF band. 
'4: 1 INPUT IMPEDANCE — 50 ohms. 
f.r .  POWER RATING — 750 kW peak 
8. POLARIZATION — Horizontal. 
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i. TRANSMISSION LINE TYPE — (1) Radar: RG-154/U; (2) IFF
. RG-18/U. 
PRIMARY POWER REQUIRED —940 volt, three-phase, 60 Hz p ower 
 for antenna drive motor, 115 volt, one-phase, 60 Hz for synchro refe r. 
 ence and monitoring voltages. 
k. INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS The antenna is secured to the 
turntable on the antenna pedestal, which is mounted to the ship' s 
 structure by four mounting pads each drilled for three 3/4-inch bolts 
The radar transmission line is pressurized with dry air from the 
system dehydrator unit. 
1. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS — The area selected for the antenna 
installation must have 360° unobstructed clearance from ship's struc-
tures and rigging to accommodate the antenna swing circle. The 
location for the antenna should have maximum unobstructed az i. 
muth coyerage to limit shading or blind spots. Since the synchro 
system and ship's headirig marker are adjustable through 360° the 
orientation of the antenna pedestal is not critical. 
tn. REFERENCES — (1) Technical Manual, AN/SPS-29 Radar Set, 
NAVSEA 0967-LP-057-0010. (2) NAVSEA Drawings RE-H2690237 
and RE-H2690714. (3) AS-943/SPS-29, NAVSEA 0967-052-8280. 
AN/SPS-37 and AN/SPS-43 
Improvements in radar technology gave rise to development of the 
AN/SPS-37 and AN/SPS-43 as derivatives of the AN/SPS-29.  
Using a much wider pulse width, the SPS-37 and SPS-43 achieve a 
greater maximum detection range with one-third the peak RF power 
of the SPS-29. The antenna used with the SPS•37 and SPS-43 on 
most ships is the same as that used for the SPS-29, i.e., the AS-943 
planar dipole array (broadbanded and redesignated the AS-1091 for 
the SPS-43, but otherwise identical to the AS-943). For very large 
ships, such as heavy cruisers and aircraft carriers, the SPS-37A and 
SPS-43A versions are used, both of which employ the larger (40-ft. 
long) AS-1092/SP shown in Figure 4-10 and described below: 
ANTENNA AS-1092/SP 
a. TYPE/USE —The AS-1092 is a rotating dipole array used with either 
the AN/SPS-27A or the AN/SPS-43A verylongrange air-search radars 
designed to detect the distance and bearing of remote targets. The 
antenna has a double corner reflector, one stacked upon the other, to 
form a W shaped cross-section. In front of the aluminum reflector, 
arranged in an array of two rows of ten evenly spaced pairs, the 20 
dipoles, made of brass, are fed from a common coaxial transmission 
line branching out through various power dividers to feed each pair. 
Producing a radiaton pattern with a 20° vertical beamwidth and 7° 
oboard Antennas 
v. horizontal beamwidth, the antenna assembly bolts to the turntable 
portion of the antenna pedestal. Provisions are made for mounting 
• IFF antenna AT-352/UPA-22 atop the reflector. 
b, PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION — [ See Figures 9-10 (a) and (b)]. 
DIMENSIONS — (1) Height:121 inches (161 with pedestal); (2) Width: 
495 inches; (3) Depth: 63 inches; (4) Weight: 5720 pounds (with 
pedestal). 
d. FREQUENCY RANGE — 200 MHz VHF band. 
e. ,  INPUT IMPEDANCE — 50 ohms. 
f, POWER RATING — 180 kW peak. 
g. POLARIZATION — Horizontal. 
h. GAIN — 23 dB. 
L TRANSMISSION LINE TYPE — RG-159/U. 
j, PRIMARY POWER REQUIRED — 440 volts, three-phase, 60 Hz. 
k. REFERENCES — (1) Technical Manual, AN/SPS-37, NAVSEA 0967- 
052-7010. (2) AN/SPS-43, NAVSEA 0967-052-8010. (3) AS-1092/SPS- 
43A, NAVSEA 0967-LP-221-1010. 
i'AN/SPS-40 
,While the 200 MHz AN/SPS-17 spawned the several VHF air 
search radars (AN/SPS-29, 37, 43) whose antennas are described 
above, a 400 MHz UHF version of the AN/SPS-17 was also pro-
duced. This resulted in an experimental AN/SPS-3i, which was 
then followed by the procurement of a large number of AN/SPS-40 
UHF air search radars. The earlier AN/SPS-40 equipment used an 
AS/1138/SP parabolic reflector antenna. Later models (i.e., the 
SPS-40B, C and D) use an AS-2782 model which is essentially identi-
cal to the AS-1138. Figure 4.11(a) is a shipboard view of the AS-
2782/SPS -40B. As seen in Figure 4-3 and by Reference [20], the 
AN/SPS-90 is the current planned standard for naval long-range 
2-D air search. 
ANTENNA AS-2782/SPS-40B 
a. TYPE/USE — The AS-2782 is a rotating, directional, high gain 
antenna used with the AN/SPS-40B long-range air-search radar 
14 ' designed for ships to detect distance and bearing of remote targets-A 
' dual feedhorn and truncated paraboloid reflector, covered with a wire 
rli screen to reduce weight and wind resistance, comprises the antenna. 
:[f The dual feed includes the radar section and an integral IFF. A slot 
IN.• type, the radar feed has a tuned cavity and flared shape to ensure 
1. proper illumination of the reflector. The reflector then forms the RF 
!i energy into a fan shaped beam with a 19° vertical beamwidth and 11° 
h horizontal beamwidth. 






' a. TYPE/USE — The AS-3263 is a high gain, rotating antenna ueed with 
the AN/SPS -49 radar system to provide target range and bearing 
' information. Three major sections comprise the antenna: the feedhorn 
and its support boom; the reflector, and the antenna pedestal assem-
bly. The reflector is 24 feet wide and has a double curved parabolic 
section composed of horizontal members to form the horizontally 
polarized 11F energy into a9° vertical and 3.3° horizontal beamwidth. 
RF energy is routed to the feedhorn via waveguids through elevation 
and azimuth rotary joints located within the pedestal. 
el The antenna is provided with two azimuth drive speeds. Optimum 
long range is obtained at the lower speed, 6 rpm. A higher speed, 12 
rpm, is used if the operator desires to increase the data rate (at the 
'fro expense of long range performance). To hold the radar beam near the 
..1 ■ horizon for stabilized long range detection as the ship rolls and 
pitches, the antenna is mounted on a trunion so that the elevation 
angle can be controlled by means of a jackscrew located behind the 
reflector. The jackscrew is turned by a motor-driven gearbox assembly 
whereby rotating threads cause the antenna to tilt up or down with 
varying ship attitude. 
Four omnidirectional auxiliary antennas are used with special ver-
sions of the SPS- 49 to provide coherent sidelobe cancelling (CSLC) in 
the presence of jamming. The antennas, types AS-3077/SP, AS-
3078/SP, and AS-3079/SP shown in Figure 4-13, are mounted in an 
approximate 20-foot diameter circle. Two of the antennas are placed 
above the radar antenna on platforms attached to booms extending 
from the adjacent mast, and the other two are mounted below the 
radar antennas. The sidelobe canceller circuitry generates a signal 
equal in amplitude but opposite in phase to the jamming energy in 
order to effectively cancel it. 
or: r Provisions are made for mounting an IFF antenna at the extreme end 
0 	of the feedhom support. However, the IFF antenna is not part of the 
SPS-49 radar set. 
b. PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION — [See Figure 4-12(b)]. 
le. DIMENSIONS — (1) Height: 171 inches (with pedestal); (2) Width:288 , inches; (3) Depth: 189 inches; (4) Weight: 3040 pounds (with pedestal). 
NOTE — The CSLC antennas are 17 inch es high, 8 inches in diameter, 
cm, and weigh 10 pounds each. 
d. i FREQUENCY RANGE — 851 to 942 MHz. 
a. VSWR — Not greater than 2.0:1. 
RF POWER RATING — 280 kW peak 
;14 POLARIZATION — Horizontal. 




The integral IFF feed is composed of two full-wave dipoles inserted in 
the feedhorn to simulate a corner reflector. This arrangement radiates 
vertically polarized IFF signals to effectively eliminate any interfer-
ence with the horizontally polarized radar energy. A fiberglass cover 
is placed over the feed assembly to protect the opening from weather 
and corrosive contaminates. 
b. PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION — [See Figure 4.11(b)). 
c. DIMENSIONS — (1) Height: 140 inches (191 with pedestal); (2) Width. 
2131/2 inches; (3) Depth: 108 1/2 inches; (4) Weight: 1725 pounds (with 
pedestal). 
d. FREQUENCY RANGE — 400 MHz UHF band. 
e. VSWR — 1.5:1 or less into 50 ohms. 
f. RF POWER RATING — 200 kW peak. 
g. POLARIZATION — Horiontal. 
h. GAIN - 21 dB. 
i. TRANSMISSION LINE TYPE —(1) RG-153/U (radar); (2) RG-219/u 
(IFF). 
j. PRIMARY POWER REQUIRED — 400 volts, three-phase, 60 Hz 
power for antenna drive motor. 115 volts, one-phase, 60Hz for synchro 
reference, and monitoring voltages. 
k. INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS — The base of the antenna 
pedestal has 16 bolt holes drilled for dearance for 3/4-inch bolts spaced 
20° apart on a 33-inch diameter bolt circle. The mounting base must 
provide a cutout access to permit removal of the rotary joint. The radar 
transmission line is pressurized with dry air by the radar dehydrator 
unit. The pedestal must be oriented fore and aft along the ship's 
centerline in accordance with the marking on the pedestal base. 
I. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS — The area selected for the antenna 
installation must have a 360° unobstructed clearance to accommodate 
the antenna swing circle. The location of the antenna should have 
maximum unobstructed azimuth coverage to limit shading or blind 
spots. 
m. REFERENCES — (1) Technical Manual, AN/SPS-40 Radar Set, 
NAVSEA 0967-LP-441-9010. (2) NAVSEA Drawing RE-D2699234. 
AN/SPS-49 
As a means of diversifying its radar operation frequencies, the Navy 
began production of an 800 MHz system, its modern-day, high per-
formance, very long range, 2-D air-search radar equipment: the 
AN/SPS-49. A medium power system, the SPS-49 provides high 
resolution surveillance in varying environments, including severe 
clutter and jamming. Its antenna, the AS-3263/SPS- 49, is pictured 
installed in Figure 4-12, and is described in detail below: 
!,,.., A.A• 	 • 	 r. 
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i. TRANSMISSION LINE TYPE — (1) 9-34 x 2.4-inch waveguide P/N 
WR975 (for radar antenna); (2) MS22931 Coax (for CSLC antennas) 
j. PRIMARY POWER REQUIRED — 440 volts, three-phase, 60 Hz; 115 
volts, one-phase, 60 Hz. 
k. REFERENCE — Technical Manual, AN/SPS-49(V), NAVSEA 
0967-LP-584-8010. 
AN/SPS-58, AN/SPS-62, AN/SPS-65 Series 
The AN/SPS-58 is the air surveillance portion of the shipboard 
acquisition and designation system known as the Basic Point 
Defense Surface Missile System (BPDSMS). This equipment i s 
 intended for rapid designation of high speed, low altitude radar- 
detected targets, at very short range, to the ship weapons control 
systems even in a severe clutter-environment. Early models of the 
SPS-58 used the AS-2607 antenna depicted in Figure 4-14. However, 
subsequent versions (i.e., the AN/SPS-58A and then the AN/SPS- 
62), incorporated a modification to the ship's SPS-10 antenna, the 
AS-936, by replacing the single feedhorn of the SPS-10 with the 
dual-feed AS-4022/SPS-58A waveguide horn. Since the SPS-10 is 
basically a C-band surface search radar, while the SPS-58 is an 
L-band air search acquisition system with target designation capa- 
bility, this unified dual antenna affords an overall ship sensor sys- 
tem featuring independent, but simultaneous, operation of both air 
and surface surveillance within a 25-mile range. 
A further improved variant of the SPS-58 is the AN/SPS-65, which 
offers enhanced performance in an ECM environment, an auto- 
matic target detection interface, and higher reliability.' The SPS- 
65 also uses the modified SPS-10 antenna with the dual-feed wave- 
guide horn, redesignated the AS-936C as shown in Figure 4-15 and 
described below. (Only the L-band air search characteristics will be 
detailed here. The C-band portion is given later under the Surface 
Search radar section of this chapter.) 
ANTENNA AS-936C/SPS-10B 
a. TYPE/USE —The AS-936C is an antenna assembly consisting of an 
SPS-10 antenna altered to operate with the very short range SPS-65 
air surveillance radar for BPDSMS and NATO Sea Sparrow systems. 
The SPS-10 antenna modification is accomplished by replacing the 
existing C-band horn of an AS-936B antenna with the dual-feed AS- 
4022/SPS-58A waveguide horn. The resultant integrated L and C 
band antenna is fed from a rotary joint incorporated within the exist- 
ing SPS-10 pedestal, and, for the air search portion, has a 16° vertical 
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beamvvidth and a 6° horizontal beamwidth. The 16° elevation beam 
ensures horizon detection capability for all but extreme ship roll con-
ditions with no antenna stabilization feature. 
PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION — (See Figure 4-151. 
DIMENSIONS — (1) Height: 76 inches (with pedestal); (2) Width: 126 
inches (awing circle); (3) Depth: 126 inches (swing circle) -, (4) Weight: 
440 pounds (with pedestal). 
FREQUENCY RANGE — L-band. 
POWER RATING — 20 kW peak. 
POLARIZATION — Vertical. 
GAIN — 23 dB minimum. 
TRANSMISSION LINE — Waveguide. 
REFERENCE — Technical Manual, Radar Set AN/SPS-65, NAV-
SEA 0967-609-5010. 
v. 
.4-1.2 3-D AIR SEARCH RADAR ANTENNAS 
Toward the end of World War II, as radar devices capable of han-
dling much greater power at increasingly higher operating frequen-
cies were developed, several S-band (2 to 4 GHz) radar systems were 
manufactured and rushed into service. Among these were the 
Navy's 700 kW models SM and SP, the first radars designed specifi-
cally for three-dimension detection and interception of figher planes. 
Using parabolic dish antennas having an extremely narrow conical 
beam to provide simultaneous azimuth and elevation information, 
these radars were, therefore, restricted to covering only one airplane 
at a time. This necessitated continual switching back and forth 
intercept. 
To
enemy aircraft and the Allied plane being guided to 
 overcome this limitation, the model SX multiple-intercept 3-D 
radar was introduced into the fleet at the end of the war and used 
extensively thereafter. As is evident in Figure 4-16, the SX antenna 
lwas actually composed of two separate antennas, one for routine sir 
earch and the other working independently as a height-finder. 
That is, while the total assembly rotated 360 ° in azimuth, the height-
finder scanned angular sectors in elevation to achieve three-
dimensional coverage. 
By the early 19508, however, the 3-D fighter director function was 
being accomplished by use of a single integrated antenna. Initially, 
this had been done at Lband, on a limited basis aboard ship, with 
the AN/SPS-2. Having an output of 7 megawatts to provide very 
long range detection (out to 300 miles) at altitudes of 100,000 feet, 
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c. DIMENSIONS — (1) Height: 96 inches, radius (total director) ; ( 2) 
 Width: 50 inches, radius (total); (3) Depth: 50 inches, radius (total); (4) 
 Weight: 3,315 pounds (total). 
d. FREQUENCY RANGE — X•band. 
e. RF POWER RATING — 2kW. 
f. POLARIZATION — [Classified]. 
g. GAIN — [Classified]. 
h. TRANSMISSION LINE TYPE — Waveguide. 
i. REFERENCES — (1) NATO Seasparrow Surface Missile System 
MK57, MODS 0 and 1, NAVSEA OP-4004. (2) Guided Missile Fire 
Control System MK91 MODS 0 and 1, NAVSEA OP-4005. 
Target Acquisition System MK 23 
The MK 23 Target Acquisition System (TAS) is a major component 
of what is termed the Improved Point Defense Surface Missile Sys. 
tem (IPDSMS). TAS itself is comprised of five integrated subsys-
tems: (1) a range-gated pulse-doppler radar; (2) a computer unit; (3) a 
display unit; (4) an IFF system; and (5) a combination radar/IFF 
antenna to be described later. Designed for use in conjunction with 
shipboard fire control systems and weapons, TAS locates, acquires, 
tracks, classifies, and designates high speed, small radar cross-
section hostile threats which dive from high altitudes or "pop up" off 
the horizon just 30 to 60 seconds before intended impact. TAS, 
therefore, must automatically identify, react, and designate such 
targets to the NATO Seasparrow Surface Missile System (NSSMS) 
in a matter of a very few seconds, and it must do so with precision in 
all sea environments, including clutter and jamming. To be success-
ful in countering, the corresponding point defense weapon systems 
(e.g., NSSMS, CIWS, RAM, five-inch guns), of course, must also be 
highly automatic so as to minimize lock-on-time, firing, and guiding 
to intercept. 
In its operation, TAS offers a selection of four modes: 
(a) Normal — this is the routine, automatic, point defense mode 
with instrumented range of 20 nautical miles. 
(b) Medium Range — offering radar surveillance and air control 
beyond 90 nautical miles. 
(c) Mixed — combining Normal and Medium Range to enable the 
ship to perform simultaneous multiple operation, such as point 
defense and air operation, from a single radar. 
(d) EMCON — allowing selectable sector scanning to minimize 
hostile detection of the ship. 
NNA TAS 
TYPE/USE — As seen in Figure 4.70, the TAS antenna is a corn- . 
t(.1 biped rotating sensor with radar and IFF functions mounted back-to- 
. back on a common, stabilized pedestal. Coverage is 360° continuous in 
0 azimuth, and from 0 to 75 degrees in elevation. The radar is a 2-D, 
L-band, fan beam (3.3° horizontal bearnwidth) radiator used for 
search, detection, and acquisition. It is composed of 26 horns with 
evenly distributed corporate feed. ABIK) ciated with the radar antenna, 
located one at each end, are two small backfill horn antennas; one for 
sidelobe blanking and one for coherent sidelobe cancellation. Physi-
cally mounted 180° behind the radar antenna is the AS-2189/UPX 
IFF antenna. A small IFF backfill radiator is located on top for IFF 
sidelobe cancellation. 
b.' PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION — [See Figure 4-703. 
DIMENSIONS — (1) Height: 129 inches (with pedestal); (2) Width: 231 
9c- inches; (3) Depth: 76 inches; (4) Weight: 2000 pounds (total). 
Id. FREQUENCY RANGE — Lband. 
e. RF POWER RATING — 200 kW peak. 
f. POLARIZATION — Vertical (radar antenna). 
g. GAIN — 21 dB (radar antenna). 
r h. TRANSMISSION LINE TYPE — Waveguide. 
PRIMARY POWER REQUIREMENTS — (1) 115 vac, 60 Hz, three-
phase; (2) 115 vac, 400 Hz, three-phase; (3) 440 vac, 400 Hz, 
three-phase. 
REFERENCES — (I) Target Acquisition System MK 23, NAVSEA 
OP-4199. (2) Installation Guidance Notebook for Target Acquisition 
System MK 23, NAVSEA SW230-AO-INS-010. (3) Surface Warfare 
Magazine, May 1980, p. 15. 
Phalanx Close-in Weapon System 
The final shipboard self-defense weapon employed as part of the 
Navy's defense-in-depth protection against anti-ship missiles is the 
Phalanx Close-in Weapon System (CIWS). That is to say, it is CIWS 
which is relied upon to, without any assistance from other ship 
systems, automatically engage and destroy any missiles which 
Penetrate the ship's primary defense screen. CIWS will, in a 
secondary role, accept targets designated from other sources and 
engage them up to 80-degree elevation relative to the deck. Addi-
tionally, CIWS can operate against small surface targets as directed 
by optical designators. 
CIWS is a self-contained weapon system, consisting of a search 
adar, a track radar, and a six-barrel 20 mm Gatling gun firing 3000 
4 
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356 	TIME-HARMONIC ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS 
For a stationary formula, we assume a current ja on S and approximate 
(c,c) by (a,a), subject to the constraint 
(a,a) = (c,a) = — (i,a) 
The last equality results from Eq. (7-110). To express this constraint, in 
a form for which (a,a) is insensitive to the amplitude of Ja , we take 
(a a) 	(i ' a)2 ' (a,a) 
and, replacing (c,c) by (a,a) in Eq. (7-111), we have 
	
( 	El • Ja ds )2 
Echo ±±1:10-2- 
(//) 2(a,a) 
where E' is the field produced by the assumed currents J'. This is the 
variational formulation of the problem. Note the close similarity of the 
echo problem to the impedance problem of the preceding section. The 
impedance problem is essentially an echo problem for which the source is 
at the obstacle. A more general formulation of the echo problem can be 
made by replacing .11 with an arbitrary source. 
The tensor Green's functions of Sec. 3-10 can be used to put Eq. (7-113) 
into a more descriptive form. Define [r(r,e)] as the tensor of propor-
tionality between a current element d ja at r' and the field dEa that it. 
produces at r, that is, 
dEa(r) = [r(r,e)] 43(0 
Then Eq. (7-113) can be written as 
[ 11 	 2
l II . Ef(r) • j a (r)  ds]  
9rfi, ds 	ds' Ja(r) • [r(r,e)] Ja(e) 
This equation is in a form characteristic of variational solutions in general. 
A commonly calculated parameter is the echo area, defined by Eq. 
(3-30). For linearly polarized fields, the echo area is given by 
If, in Fig. 7-14, we let li be z-directed and located on the x axis, and then 
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Fla. 7-15. Broadside echo area A. of a wire. (After Y. Y. Hu.) 
Also, by definition, we have echo 
(
= E=./11; hence from Eq. (7-113) 
nEo 	Jueikx dsr 
E,' =  
j2Xr 	Ea • Ja ds 
Therefore, by Eq. (7-114), our stationary formula for echo area is 
jgaeics ds) a 
Ea • ja ds 
when the incident plane wave is z-polarized and —x traveling. 
As an example, consider the scattering of a plane wave by a thin con-
ducting wire, as represented by the insert of Fig. 7-15. The integral in 
the denominator of Eq. (7-115) is just the self-reaction of the assumed cur-
rent on the wire. This is the same type of reaction that we encountered 
in the linear-antenna problem, approximated by Eq. (7-105). Defining 
A as the self-reaction, we have 
(//) 2 W Ea • Ja ds 
A. = w n 	 x (7-115) 
I 
If 
 has a characteristic impedance somewhat higher than that for a sheet struc- 
li) 
ncreases the characteristic impedance, whereas it decreases the characteristic 
n 
ion or impedance with the 7 ratio. For example, increasing r for the wire /Arne- 
ith the same values of a and r. There does not appear to be a definite trend in 
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Flo. 18-22. Geometry for array of end-
fire elements. 
. 18-20. Variation of Zo and VSWR with 1,t, for sheet structures with: Circular teeth 
— —). Trapezoidal teeth (- - - -). Wire structure with trapezoidal teeth ( — - — )• 
few curves of the VSWR referred to the characteristic impedance are also given on 
plot. It will be noticed that the VSWR increases, especially for the circular tooth 
at structure, with r = 0.8, as 1,1, is decreased. For all the other structures, the 
WR remains less than 2:1 over the range of ip values considered. In some, but not 
cases it has been found that the VSWR rises rapidly as 1,l/ approaches zero for the 
e structures. 
the impedance variation for E-plane arrays is similar to that for H-plane arrays 
3 
ept that the angular spacing must be greater than 2- a in order to avoid excessive 
WR's. 
or the ¢ values of most interest, that is, from 15 to about 90 °, it is noticed that the 
iracteristic impedance ranges from approximately 70 to 240 ohms. Thus it is 
essary to use a wideband technique to match this impedance to a coaxial or a 
balanced line. The tapered-line transformers described in Refs. 13 and 14 are ideally 
suited for matching this impedance over theoretically unlimited bandwidths. These 
transformers usually require a length on the order of 0.4 to 0.6 wavelength at their 
lowest frequency of operation. 
The impedance behavior of the dipole structure of Fig. 18-11 is illustrated in Fig. 
18-21. These results were obtained with a balanced-line characteristic impedance of 
105 ohms. 
In designing log-periodic antennas for bandwidths of 10:1 or greater, it is usually 
found that the characteristic impedance decreases gradually as the frequency is 
increased over this range. This variation is due to improper construction of the 
antenna; that is, it is usually not practical to taper the diameter of wires or thickness 
of the sheets according to theory because of mechanical limitations. However, this 
variation is not serious since many types of log-periodic antennas have been built with 
a tapered-line input transformer such that 
the complete system covers a 10:1 fre-
quency range with a VSWR less than 2:1. 
Several wire-trapezoidal-tooth unidirec-
tional structures were built with a 673.°, 
T = 0.6, and 1,1, = 37°, but with the wire 
sizes varying over a 10:1 range. It was 
found that the wire size had a negligible 
effect on the patterns but that the charac-
teristic impedance decreased about 30 per 
cent as the wire sizes increased by a factor 
of 10:1. 
Multielement Arrays. A schematic rep-
resentation of an array of N elements as 
viewed from the top is illustrated in Fig. 18-22. The radial lines defined by 6,, repre-
sent the elements of the array. The a and r parameters for the N elements are made 
identical so as to assure identical element patterns. The ry-plane radiation pattern of 
the array is given by 
N 






Design Procedure. In designing an array, a judicious choice of the parameters N, 
r, and E. should be made so as to achieve a minimum amount of space and material 
and number of elements. Although the design method is cut and try, a rough approxi-
mation to an optimum design may be obtained by the following procedure. The 
procedure is the same for arrays in the E plane and H plane. Given a desired beam-




where 0 is the half-power beamwidth in degrees. The number 40 instead of 50 (which 
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Flo. 18-24. Predicted (- - - -) and measured 
array. 
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(41) is the element pattern and pd cos (0 - 3„) represents the phase advance of 
center relative to the origin. The function f may take the same form as that 
viously, that is, f (0) - cost (4/2). The value of the feed-point current for 
element is given by A.. In nearly all practical cases, A. - 1 for all n. This is 
lished in practice by connecting half of the elements together and feeding them 
the other half. The parameter y. is the relative phase of the field radiated 
oe nth element. It may be controlled by expanding or contracting the element 
ing to the phase-rotation principle to be described later. 
assumptions made in Eq. (18-18) are that the element patterns and input 
inces are identical. Although mutual effects can make these assumptions 
invalid, good correlation between theory and 
experiment has been obtained. Cut-and-try 
synthesis procedures may be used with Eq. 
(18-18). 
A basic characteristic of logarithmically 
periodic antennas is the phase-rotation phe-
nomenon. It has been verified experimen-
tally that if the phase of the electric field 
received at a distant dipole (Fig. 18-23) is 
measured relative to the phase of the current 
at the feed point of the structure, the phase 
of the received signal will be delayed 360° as 
riz 	
To the structure is expanded through a period. 
In Fig. 18-23 the distance to an arbitrary 
SCALE FACTOR, K transverse element is given by KR.. The 
8-23. Illustration of phase -rota - expansion of the structure through a period 
^Menomena for log -periodic an- is accomplished by letting K increase from 
s. 1 to 1/r. During this expansion all lengths 
red in the structure are multiplied by K. In Fig. 18-23 the phase delay in 
is is plotted vs. the logarithm of K. The ideal phase variation is given by the 
straight line. Measurements have indicated that the actual phase variation is 
hat like the dashed line. The approximate measurements made to date indi-
hat the deviation of the dashed line from the straight line is not more than 15°. 
elation between 7. and K„ is given by 
K. = exp [ 1;7° In r] 
	
(18-19) 
nately, the phase center and the element patterns are independent of the expan-
r contraction of a logarithmically periodic element. 
e information given above in Figs. 18-14, 18-15, and 18-23 is sufficient for pre-
g the pattern of an array of similar end-fire elements. The method can be 
ded to cover a combination of E- and H-plane arrays. The phase-rotation 
merlon is extremely important since it allows a frequency-independent method of 
g the elements of the array. 
perimental and theoretical patterns for a six-element phased-H-plane array of 
trapezoidal tooth elements are given in Fig. 18-24. The values of the design 
eters for this array were a = 9.5 °, r = 0.88, N - 6, S. - 17° for all n, 
/X 1.95. The elements were phased to produce a beam-cophasal condition. 
ain of the array was 14 db over a dipole. 
bough gains up to 18 db are feasible by using a combined E- and H-plane array, 
ze and complexity of the antenna become great since it is necessary to use very 
a angles and r values near unity. 
is for a uniform aperture) is used because the end-fire directivity of the elements tends 
to enhance the effective aperture. The distance between the phase centers of the two 
outer elements must be approximately D. Results indicate that a reasonable maxi-
mum spacing between the phase centers of adjacent elements is 0.7 wavelength. Thus 
the number of elements may be determined approximately from 
 N— 57.1 0.7X 
D 	 (18-21) 
For a one-dimensional array N must be even in order to present a balanced load to the 
feed line. The maximum value of the angle Sti - 6,, which defines the sector occupied 
by the array, depends on the beamwidth of the element pattern. If &v - (his greater 
than the element beamwidth, then elements 1 and N will contribute little to the 
formation of the main beam. An examination of Fig. 18-14 indicates that reasonable 
maximum values of 6N - 8, are 60° for an E-plane array and 70 to 130 ° for an H-plane 
array. If low first side lobes are desired, values somewhat smaller than the maximum 
should be chosen. 
18-24 	FREQUENCY-INDEPENDENT ANTENNAS 
The distance d to the phase center is equal to 
d 	D 	 20  
X 2X sin ( 3 "1 	al ) 	- 	IN 11  v. 8111 ( ) 2 2 
The angle a is then determined from Fig. 18-15 since d/X is known. The minimum 
value of r is then determined from Fig. 18-14. It is usually desirable to use the mini-
mum value of r since the element beamwidth has little influence on the array pattern 
for N > 4. 
Since A. and (8. — 8„_. 1 ) are usually made independent of 73, the remaining parameter 
to determine is K.. If high gain and a beam direction of cao are desired, then K. is 
chosen so that DM cos (o o  — 8.) — 7.] has the same value for all n. Equation (18-19) 
gives the relation between K. and 7.. 
For shaped beams ,y., and hence K,,, would be determined on a cut-and-try basis. 
After the approximate synthesis given above, the array pattern may be calculated 
by the method of the preceding section. 
The above procedure determines the parameters a, r, 8., K„, and N. It remains to 
determine the type and size of the elements. For frequencies above about 500 Mc, a 
sheet structure should be used, and for ranges below that, wire structures should 
be used. If it is desired to cover a frequency range which overlaps 500 Mc, it 
may be necessary, because of mechanical considerations, to use wire construction for 
the back of the structure and a sheet or printed-circuit construction for the front of the 
structure. A gradual transition between the two types of structures may be made with 
only a small effect upon the electrical characteristics. 
Ii minimum antenna size is important, rectangular or trapezoidal teeth should be 
used. If not, triangular teeth may be used or other similar versions. Curved teeth 
may also be used if the a angle is not too large. 
The size of the element is determined from the lowest frequency required. Approxi-
mately, the largest tooth for a sheet structure should be about a quarter wavelength 
long at the lowest frequency and the longest transverse wire for the wire structure 
should be approximately a half wavelength long. The highest frequency determines 
the length of the shortest teeth and wires in a similar manner. For high-power or 
microwave applications, the size of the input cable or transmission line may limit the 
upper frequency. 
The preceding theory and curves may be used to predict the performance of the 
initial design. If it is close, then the antenna model should be constructed and a 
pattern and impedance investigation should be performed over a period so as to deter-
mine the exact parameters. Once this is done, then the antenna should be checked 
over the complete frequency range, including measurement of the input impedance. 
It is then possible to design the tapered-line transformer for feeding the antenna. 
For applications which demand minimum antenna size, it is possible to use end 
loading on the tips of a few of the largest teeth. The lower-frequency cutoff may be 
lowered 15 or 20 per cent by this means. 
18.5. SPECIAL APPLICATIONS 
Arrays over Ground. Although the above antennas have radiation patterns which 
are essentially independent of frequency, many applications demand that the antenna 
be placed near ground. If one of these antennas is placed with its feed point above 
ground, then it is apparent that the resultant pattern will be frequency-dependent since 
its electrical height above ground changes with frequency. However, the above array 
theory suggests that if log-periodic elements are inclined with respect to ground and 
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS 	 18-25 
with their feed points at ground level, then the resultant radiation pattern will be 
frequency-independent. The elements can be placed so that with their images they 
form either H-plane or E-plane arrays or a combined E- and H-plane array. For an 
equivalent H-plane array there will, of course, be a null in the resultant pattern on the 
horizon. The array theory above may be used to calculate the resultant pattern by 
adjusting the phase of the image elements. For an H-plane array, the phase of the 
image element will be 180° different from that of the element above ground, whereas 
for an E-plane array, the phase of the image element would be the same as that of the 
element. 
A very important application for this type of an antenna is for point-to-point 
communication circuits." Figure 18-25 glows a two-element array above ground 
Flo. 18-25. Log-periodic 1-1-F antenna with frequency -independent elevation pattern. 
oriented so that they and their image elements form an H-plane array. Theoretically, 
the feed point of the antenna should be at ground level, but in practice the feed point 
is placed a small height above ground to protect personnel from high r-f voltages. 
Except for very short distances, high-frequency point-to-point communication is 
accomplished by reflection of the radio waves from the ionosphere. The vertical angle 
of arrival or departure (from the ground) depends upon the distance between the 
points and the height of the reflecting layer. Although its value ranges from 70° down 
to a few degrees for various circuits, its value for a particular circuit is relatively 
constant since the height of the reflecting layer does not change by a great amount. 
However, because of changing ionospheric conditions during the sunspot cycle and 
from night to day, it is necessary to change the operating frequency over bandwidths 
of 4 or 6:1. Thus it is most desirable to have an antenna for which the vertical angle 
of the main lobe is independent of frequency. Present-day antennas, such as the 
dipole, rhombic, billboard, discone, etc., do not satisfy this requirement. 
The direction of the main lobe for the structure of Fig. 18-25 may be controlled b) 
the a angle of the individual element and the angles of the elements with respect tc 
ground. The size of the structure is determined by the lower-frequency limit. Figure 
18-26 shows the vertical-plane pattern for a structure with a 14° and 7 0.75 
The two half structures are oriented at angles of 32 and 48° with respect to ground 
The dimensions of the antenna at the lowest frequency are given in wavelengths in th, 
figure. The lower half structure is scaled so that its radiation leads that of the uppe 
(18-22) 
FIG. 14-30 Distance from vertex to phase FIG. 14-31 Schematic representation of a 
center as a function of 2a. 	 two-element array. 
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2a 
where cos' (02) is an assumed functional form for the element pattern. The exponent 
n b related to the half-power beamwidth BW by 
n = —0.35/1n (cos —
BW) 
2 
For an H-plane array (like Fig. 14-23) the H-plane beamwidth is used, and for an E-
plane array the E-plane beamwidth is used to determine n. The beamwidths may be 
obtained from Fig. 14-29. Although this procedure neglects the effect of the presence 
of one half structure on the pattern of the other, it will give fairly accurate results, 
especially for values of a smaller than 60'. 
Figure 14-32 shows the variation of the H-plane beamwidth, gain, and front-to-
back ratio with the angle 1k for a wire trapezoidal-tooth H-plane array with 2a = 60' 
and r = 0.77. The E-plane beamwidth is nearly independent of the angle IP, and its 
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FIG. 14-34 Illustration of the pl 
lion phenomenon for log-periodic 
Frequency-Independent Antennas 
Notice that if both high gain and high front-to-back ratio are desired, a corm 
value of must be chosen. As is to be expected, the H-plane beamwidth de 
rapidly with increasing >G  since this increases the H-plane aperture of the ante 
The characteristic impedance increases as the angle between the two el 
increases; it will be in the range of about 100 to 300 f2 and will also depend u 
type of element. Thus, it may be necessary to use broadband transformers tc 
to the transmission-line feed. 
Multlelement Arrays A schematic representation of an array of N clew, 
viewed from the top is illustrated in Fig. 14-33. The radial lines defined by 15. re 
the elements of the array. The a and r parameters for the N elements are ma( 
tical so as to assure identical element patterns. The xy-plane radiation patter, 
array is given by 
E(4) > Aj(4 - 6„)exp[— j(i3d cos (4) — --y„)] ( 1 
ro• I 
where fi4) is the element pattern and #d cos (45 — 4) represents the phase 
of the phase center relative to the origin. The function f may take the same 
that used previously, that is, J(0) = cos" (45/2). The value of the feed -point 
for the nth element is given by A.. In nearly all practical cases, A. = I for all 
is accomplished in practice by connecting half of the elements together and 
them against the other half. The parameter ^y. is the relative phase of the field i 
from the nth element. It may be controlled by expanding or contracting the 
according to the phase-rotation principle to be described later. 
The assumptions made in Eq. (14-18) are that the element patterns at 
impedances are identical. Although mutual effects can make these assu 
invalid, good correlation between theory and experiment has been obtained. C 
try synthesis procedures may be used with Eq. (14- 19). 
A basic characteristic of logarithmically periodic antennas is the phase-
phenomenon. It has been verified experimentally that if the phase of the elec 
received at a distant dipole (Fig. 14-34) is measured relative to the phase of 
■ 
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FIG. 14-33 Geometry for an array of end-
fire elements. 
H PL ANE 
14-36 	Types and Design Methods 
rent at the feed point of the structure, the phase of the received signal will be delayed 
by 180' as the structure is expanded through a period. In Fig. 14-34, the distance to 
an arbitrary transverse element is given by KR„. The expansion of the structure 
through a period is accomplished by letting K increase from 1 to 1/r. During this 
expansion all lengths involved in the structure are multiplied by K. In Fig. 14-34 the 
phase delay in radians is plotted versus K on a logarithmic scale. The ideal phase 
variation is given by the solid straight line. Measurements have indicated that the 
actual phase variation is somewhat like the dashed line. The approximate measure-
ments made to date indicate that the deviation of the dashed line from the straight 
line is not more than 15'. The relation between the phase 7„ and K. is given by 
K„ = 	 ( 14-20 ) 
Fortunately, the phase center and the element patterns are independent of the expan-
sion or contraction of a logarithmically periodic element. 
This phase rotation appears not only in the radiation field but also in the reflected 
wave on the feeder for log-periodic antennas and log-periodic transmission-line cir-
cuits." It produces dispersion of transmitted or received signals, and the dispersion 
increases as r approaches unity. 
The information given in Figs. 14-29, 14-30, and 14-34 is sufficient for predicting 
the pattern of an array of similar end-fire elements. The method can be extended to 
cover a combination of E- and H-plane arrays. The phase-rotation phenomenon is 
extremely important since it allows a frequency-independent method of phasing the 
elements of the array. 
Experimental and theoretical patterns for a six-element phased H-plane array of 
wire trapezoidal-tooth elements are given in Fig. 14-35. The values of the design 
E PLANE 
1800 MHz 
FIG. 14-35 Predicted (----) and measured ( 
patterns of a six-element phased array. 
Frequency-Independent Antennas 
parameters for this array were a = 19', r = 0.94, N = 6, /5,, — ‘5„_, A-- 17' 
n, and d/X = 1.95. The elements were phased to produce a beam-cophasal con 
The gain of the array was 14 dfl over a dipole. 
Although gains of up to 18 dfi are feasible by using a combined E- and h 
array, the size and complexity of the antenna become great since it is necessary 
very small a angles and r values near unity. 
An approximate design procedure for arrays is given in Ref. 7. 
14-5 CIRCULARLY POLARIZED STRUCTURES 
Circular polarization may be obtained by using crossed LP dipole arrays. Fig , 
 36 is a front view of a practical configuration. Feeders I and 2 are used to ex( 
vertical and horizontal dipoles respectively. The solid lines represent the dipole' 
cell and the dashed lines the dipoles in the next cell. It is desirable to make the 
between the feeder lines as small as practicable in order to simulate planar ar 
the two crossed arrays are identical, it is necessary to excite the two feeders 
broadband 90' phase difference circuit or a broadband quadrature hybrid. In 
ter case, both left and right circularization are obtained simultaneously. Altern 
one dipole array may be scaled by r 11  with respect to the other, producing a 90 
shift of the radiated field. The two feeders may be fed in or out of phase for of 
of circular polarization or by a broadband 0-180' hybrid for both senses of 
polarization. 
Another approach is to use two crossed dipole arrays, one scaled by T 
excite them by a single feeder as illustrated in Fig. 14-37. It is quite surprisi 
this gives the 90' phasing between the two arrays. Of course, only one sense of 
polarization may be obtained. 
Since the H-plane beamwidth is usually about 50 percent greater than 
plane beamwidth, the axial ratio is low only for directions close to the axis of th 
To obtain low axial ratios over wide angles, a traveling-wave ring-type rat. 
desired rather than crossed dipoles. The simplest solution is a spiral antenna. , 
approach is to use four LP elements 
placed on the sides of a pyramid. Because 
of the asymmetrical-coupling problems 
between adjacent elements, the shunt-
loaded LP elements of Fig. 14-27 do not 
work unless the spacing between the tips 
of adjacent elements is large. In this case 
the ik angle is large, and in turn the back 
radiation is large. The traveling-wave 
structures of Fig. 14-27 may be used 
since they are much less susceptible to 
the asymmetrical coupling. However, 
these structures are limited to small a 
angles, which leads to a long antenna. 
Some LP monopulse antennas have 
been used as feeds for reflectors. They FIG. 14-36 Feeder configuri 
consist of a circular array of six or eight crossed LP dipole antennas. 
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The previous paper described 
the element-steered type of 
phased array, wherein the indi-
vidual phase shifters, located be-
hind the array radiating elements, 
are driven to form a focused beam 
that is pointed in the desired di-
rection in space. 
This paper describes the lens-
fed type of phased array, wherein 
an entire set of contiguous beams 
is formed simultaneously, with 
each beam processing the full 
gain of the projected array aper-
ture. From a single array, multiple 
simultaneous beams can be 
formed, covering a very large an-
gular sector and an extremely 
wide frequency band. True time 
delay is used in the beam forma-
tion, so the beam-pointing direc-
tions in space remain . invarient 
with frequency. 
Lens-fed multiple beam arrays 
are particularly attractive for ESM 
receive applications, since they 
Provide continuous spatial sur-
veillance with high antenna gain 
and good angular resolution. 
When these arrays are used for 
ECM transmit applications, rela-
tively low power amplifiers are 
Placed in each of the array ele-
ment feed lines. Such a distribut-
ed amplifier array can be sized to  
generate any desired level of ERP 
from a few kilowatts to tens of 
megawatts. These radiated power 
levels are available at 100 percent 
duty cycle over operating band-
widths of 3:1 and can be con-
trolled to direct optimized ECM 
techniques discretely at multiple 
threat emitters. 
Types of Multiple Beam Arrays 
The optimum type of multiple 
beam array feed depends upon 
the geometry of the array aper-
ture. The types of arrays that will 
be discussed are linear arrays, 
conformal arc arrays, semi-circu-
tar arrays, circular arrays and 
two-dimensional planar or con-
formal arrays. Only lossless types 
of beamformers will be consid-
ered, as opposed to the lossy 
types which power-divide at the 
elements and then power-com-
bine to form the simultaneous 
multiple beams. 
Linear Arrays 
The simplest type of beamform-
er for a linear array is the parallel-
plate parabolic reflector, or pill-
box. Multiple beams can be 
formed by using multiple feeds 
displaced from the focal point. To 
eliminate the aperture blockage 
associated with the multiple feeds,  
a double-layer pillbox could be 
used or the reflector could be re-
placed by a simple piano-convex 
lens. 
Either of these approaches 
would produce unacceptable 
beam degradation for scan an-
gles greater than five beamwidths 
off axis for focal length-to-diam-
eter ratios (f/d) in the practical 
range of 0.25 to 0.40. Constrained 
lenses such as the metal-plate 
type offer an additional degree of 
design freedom which permits 
the specification of two points of 
perfect focus. Such a lens with an 
f/d ratio of 0.8 or greater can pro-
vide acceptable performance for 
beams scanned up to fifty beam-
widths off axis. However, the fre-
quency• bandwidth of the metal-
plate lens is limited to approxi-
mately ten percent, which rules it 
out for most ESM and ECM ap 
plications. 
The Butler' matrix is a multiple 
beamforming feed for a linear ar-
ray which does not suffer the 
above limitations on beam scan 
or frequency bandwidth. This 
beamformer, which consists of a 
network of interconnected quad-
rature hybrid couplers and fixed 
phase shifters, forms its multiple 
beams by means of constant-
phase ramps. Consequently, the 
Fig. 1 Linear array fed by Rotman lens. 
Fig. 2 Linear lens-fed array designed for 7.0 - 17.0 GHz band_ 
beams scan in angle as the oper-
ating frequency changes. This is 
an undesirable feature for many 
ESM and ECM applications. 
The Blass 2 matrix uses a set of 
beamport lines which cross-
couple into the set of array feed 
lines through a two-dimensional 
set of directional couplers locat-
ed at-the intersections between 
the beamport lines and the array 
lines. The Blass matrix can be de-
signed for true-time-delay multi-
ple beam formation so that the 
beam positions remain fixed with 
frequency. With both the Butler 
and the Blass beamforming net-
works, the hardware complexity 
grows exponentially with increas-
ing array size and they are both 
judged to be unacceptably com-
plex for arrays of more than 16 
elements. 
The most appropriate wide-
band, wide-angle, multiple beam 
feed for linear arrays is judged to 
be the Rotman 3 lens. In its sim-
plest form, the lens consists of the 
parallel-plate region shown in Fig-
ure 1 with array port probes along 
the left side of the lens and beam 
port probes along the right side. 
. The array port probes are con-
nected to the array radiating ele-
ments by means of coaxial ca-
bles, whose lengths vary with po-
sition in the array. 
The lengths of the cables and 
locations of the array port probes 
are designed to provide perfect 
focusing at three points along the 
circular focal arc, as indicated by 
beam ports 1,4, and 7 in Figure 1. 
The focusing is a consequence of 
providing equal electrical path 
lengths from a given focal point 
out to the corresponding radiated 
wavefront for each element of the 
array. The equal-path-length, 
true-time-delay beam formation 
produces fixed beams in space 
that do not scan with frequency. 
Although the Rotman lens de-
sign provides for only three per-
fect focal points, the departure 
from perfect focusing at interme-
diate beam ports is negligibly 
small for most practical lens de-
signs. In fact, the maximum beam 
scan capability of the Rotman 
lens is ±400 beamwidths. Figure 2 
shows a 15-element linear array, 
fed by a Rotman lens, that forms 
13 beams covering a 120-degree 
azimuthal sector. 
Conformal Arc Arrays 
Generally, the Rotman lens is 
designed to feed straight linear 
arrays, but the design can ac-
commodate array curvature up to 
a maximum arc length of approx-
imately 90 degrees. This is advan-
tageous for certain aircraft instal-
lations where it would be desira-
ble to have the array aperture 
conform to the aircraft contour. 
The arc contour does not neces-
sarily have to be circular. Figure 3 
shows a 17-element tens-fed arc 
array which subtends a 45-degree 
arc. The array face is covered with 
a meanderline polarizer, which 
also serves as the radome. 
The arc array provides more 
uniform antenna gain over its 
field of view than does the straight 
linear array. The different point-
ing directions of the elements 
cause a slight reduction in the on-
axis gain, but the off-axis gain 
roll-off is decreased. In addition, 
the different pointing directions 
of the elements break up the array 
periodicity which effectively elim-
inates the possibility of having 
blind spots within the array fielc 
of view. Also, the curvature re-
uces the peak RCS of the array by 
spreading out the backscatter re 
[Continued on page 17E; 
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Fig. 3 Conformal arc array fed by Rotman lens. 
tion is to use half the R-2R lens 	er than a 2:1 correspondence as 
circumference for array ports and with the R2R lens. For an array 
the other half for beam ports. This 	radius R, the electrical radius of 
will then feed a 90-degree arc ar- the lens is KR, where K is chosen 
ray and form multiple beams over 
	
to optimize the focusing proper- 
a maximum angular sector of 90 ties for the particular array arc 
degrees. 	 length being utilized. For a semi- 
In order to feed a semicircular 	circular or circular array, the value 
array and form multiple beams of K is chosen to be approximate- 
over a 180-degree sector, the 
	
ly 1.9 for best focus. Whereas the 
R-KR lens5 is generally used. This R-2R lens radius was half the ar- 
lens also employs equal-length 
	
ray radius, the R-KR lens radius is 
cables to connect lens ports to thus 1.9 times the array radius. 
array ports, but they are connect- 	Figure 4 shows a semi-circular 
ed in a 1:1 correspondence, rath- array of 17 elements, fed by an 
350°, 
	
330. 	10° 0°. 35007`';' 306 
". 30° 4 330° 
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Fig. 4 Semicircular array fed by an R-KR lens. 
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sponse caused by reflection from 
the radome and array elements. 
Semi-Circular Arrays 
Linear lens-fed arrays have 
been built which provide multiple 
beam coverage over a 180-degree 
sector, but the gain roil-off at the 
sector edges is excessively large, 
particularly fora polarization per-
pendicular to the plane of scan. If 
180 degrees of coverage is re-
quired from a single array, a semi-
circular array is the better choice. 
The Rotman lens is not appli-
cable as a feed fora semi-circular 
array. The R-2R lens' can feed a 
circular (or semi-circular) array 
and provide perfect focus for all 
beam positions in the plane of the 
array. The lens is circular with an 
electrical radius, R, '.'!±en the ra-
dius of the array is 2R. Equal-
length cables are used to connect 
the array elements to points on 
the lens in a 2:1 correspondence. 
That is, a lens feed point, located 
at angle 9 , is connected to the ar-
ray element at angle 8/2. Thus, 
when the feed point on the lens is 
moved by an angle 8 , the radiated 
beam scans by 8/2. 
Generally, the R-2R lens is used 
as a single-beam device and re-
quires switching of the lens and 
array ports to accomplish wide-
angle scanning. When used to 
form simultaneous multiple 
beams, the optimum configura- 
176 
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R-KR lens which provides multi-
ple beams over a 180-degree sec-
tor. The array operates over a 
2.4:1 frequency band. The array 
elements are vertically polarized, 
so a meanderline polarizer is 
placed in front of the aperture to 
produce the desired circular po-
larizatiOn. The radiation patterns 
shown were measured with a ro-
tating linear source, and the axial 
ratio is less than 1.0 dB through-
out each main beam and side-
lobes and throughout the entire 
angular sector. 
Circular Arrays 
A full 360 degrees of beam coy- 
erage can be obtained with an 
R-KR lens feeding a circular ar-
ray. Figure 5 shows a 100-element 
array fed an R -KR lens that oper-
ates over the 4.0 to 11.0 GHz 
band. The radiation patterns, 
measured at 11.0 GHz, are pres-
ented in Figure 6. Since the array 
ports and the beam ports of the 
Fig. 5 100-element circular array fed by an R - KR lens. Fig. 6 Radiation patterns measured at 
11.0 GHz for a 100 - element array fed by 
an R-KR lens. 
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Fig. 7 Hybrid coupling of two circular lenses to create output beam ports. 
lens are one and the same, the full 
connection to the circular array 
does not provide any output beam 
ports, as can be seen in Figure 5. 
One method of creating a set of 
output beam ports is to place a 
three-port circulator in each of 
the connecting lines between the 
lens and the array. 
Generally, the bandwidth ob-
tainable from circulators is not as 
great as that obtainable from the 
arrays and lenses. Therefore, for 
lhose cases where very wide band-
width circular arrays are required, 
the approach shown in Figure 7 is 
recommended. Two lenses are 
used, and the corresponding up-
per and lower lens ports are fed to 
the input ports of a quadrature 
hybrid coupler. The upper output 
port of the hybrid feeds the asso-
ciated array element while the 
lower output port of the hybrid 
forms the beam port for the dia-
metrically opposed angle of arri-
val. This method of circular beam 
formation is extremely broad-
band. 
An advantage of the circular ar-
ray is that all beams have the 
same gain and the same beam-
width, and the beam intersections 
lie in planes perpendicular to the 
plane of the array, This is to be 
contrasted to the linear array in 
which the beamwidth broadens in 
proportion to the secant of the 
scan angle, the gain rolls off ap-
proximately as the cosine of the 
scan angle, and the beam inter-
sections lie on the surfaces of 
cones, whose axes coincide with 
the line connecting the phase 
centers of the array elements. 
There are two features of the 
circular array geometry which 
could rule out its use of particular 
applications: Proper focusing is 
provided only in the plane con-
necting the array (or in a pair -of 
conjugate cones if the value of K 
is decreased); and the beamwidth 
in the vertical plane (perpendicu-
pr to the plane of the circular ar- 
. ray) is inversely proportional to 
the square root of the array di-
_ameter. The halfpower beam-
widths in the horizontal and verti-
cal planes are given by: 
BWHorLzontal 
178 
BWVertical = 202 ✓—A 	(2) 
where D/A is the array diameter in 
wavelengths. 
For example, Equation 2 states 
that a horizontal circular array 
that is 25 wavelengths in diameter 
can provide no more than 40 de-
grees of elevation coverage, no 
matter how small the vertical ar-
ray aperture is made. Thus, large 
diameter circular arrays are limit-
ed in the elevation coverage that 
they can provide. 
Two-Dimensional Arrays 
The linear, arc, semicircular and 
circular lens-fed arrays described 
above focused only in a single 
plane and formed a one-dimen-
sional cluster of fan-shaped 
beams. It is frequently required to 
focus a two-dimensional array to 
form pencil beams. Actually, the 
Rotman lens is a parallel-plate 
slice of the two-dimensional boot-
lace aerial described by Gent.' 
Rather than use the large vol- 
umetric bootlace type of two-
di mensional beamformer, cas-
caded stacks of one-dimension2. 
Rotman lenses can be used t: 
form a two-dimensional set o. 
pencil beams from a planar arra-
For example, a vertical stack 
lenses can be connected to thu 
rows of array elements to provic ,.1 
focusing in the horizontal plane. 
The columns of output beam 
ports from the first stack of lens 
can then be connected to an cr-
thogonal stack of lenses to pro-
vide focusing in the vertical plar-e. 
The output beam ports of the se:- 
ond lens stack provide the ce- 





Printed Circuit Lenses 
Early models of the Rotn.an 
lens were fabricated as parallel-
plate structures. Coaxial probes : 
were inserted along the periphery 
to form the array ports and beam 
ports. The major design problems 
associated with this method of 
construction were the broad band- 
[Conttnyed on page 1831 
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Fig. 8 Microstrip lens fabricated on a K = 38 ceramic substrate. 
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ing of the coaxial probe and the 
control of its radiation pattern. 
Current lenses are fabricated in 
printed-circuit format, either as 
stripline or as microstrip devices. 
Figure 8 shows a . 20-element, 
16-beam Rotman lens construct-
ed in microstrip format on a ce-
ramic substrate. The input signal 
to the lens is fed through a stan-
dard SMA connector, which 
launches the signal onto a short 
length of 50-ohm microstrip line. 
Horn-like tapers are used as im-
pedance transformers between 
the 50-ohm feed lines and the low 
∎ mpedance of the parallel-plate 
region. Satisfactory impedance 
match can be obtained over band-
width ratios of 4:1 or greater. 
Relative to the air wavelength, 
the wavelength within the parallel-
plate region is reduced by a factor 
of fr<, where K is the relative di-
electric constant of the substrate 
material. Accordingly, all lens di-
mensions decrease by the factor 
VT; this provides a means for 
making the lens smaller. The lens 
substrate shown in Figure 8 is the 
ceramic barium tetratitanate with 
K = 38. Other ceramics that have 
been used as lens substrates are: 
alumina (K = 9.7), magnesium ti-
tanate (K = 16), titanium dioxide 
(K = 97), and cadmium titanate (K 
= 233). Thus, ceramics are availa-
ble to achieve a wide range of lens 
size reduction factors. 
The smallest port-to-port spac-
ing on the lens is approximately a 
half wavelength at the high end of 
the band, which corresponds to 
the array element spacing. Con-
sequently, for high fequency 
lenses, care must be taken not to 
shrink the lens size so much that 
there is no room for the connec-
tors. Thus, lenses designed to 
operate in the 10 to 40 GHz region 
generally utilize substrate mate-
rials having very low dielectric 
constants; e.g., Teflon-fiberglass 
(K = 2.5) and Duroid (K = 2.35 or 
2.2). Whenever the latter two plas-
tic types of substrate materials 
are used, the lenses are generally 
constructed in stripline format. 
All ceramic lenses constructed by 
Raytheon have been in microstrip. 
Broadband Array Elements 
To be compatible with the band- 
width obtainable from the multi-
ple beam lenses, the array ele-
ments should be capable of oper-
ating over frequency bandwidths 
of 4:1 or greater. Angular cover-
age sectors up to 120 degrees are 
desirable. For ESM and ECM ap-
plications, circular polarization is 
generally desired in order to be 
responsive to a wide range of 
,ireat polarizations. In order to 
prevent grating lobes from form-
ing when the array is scanned to 
wide angles, the element spacing 
should not exceed a value of ap-
proximately 0.5 A high, where A hagh 
 is the wavelength at the high end 
of the operating band. 
The simplest broadband, circu-
larly polarized element is the Ar-
.chimedean spiral. If grating lobes 
are to be avoided, the maximum 
allowable spiral diameter is 0.25 A 
at the low end of a 2:1 bandwidth 
array and only 0.125 A at the low 
end of a 4:1 bandwidth array. The 
efficiency of such small spirals is 
unacceptably low, particularly for 
ECM transmit applications. Coni-
cal helices or log spirals with a 
small cone angle and small base 
diameter can be built to have bet-
ter efficiency than the Archime-
dean spiral. However, the long 
taper causes unacceptable ele-
ment-to-element shadowing when 
operating in a wide-scan array 
environment. 
The most popular method for 
obtaining circular polarization  
from a broadband array is the use 
of linearly polarized radiating ele-
ments with a meanderline polar-
izer placed in front of the aperture 
(as shown in Figures 3 and 4). 
Multi-sheet polarizers have been 
built to operate over a frequency 
bandwidth of 4:1. 
.."%\ There are many types of linear-
ly-polarized array elements that 
can provide high aperture effi-
ciency when tightly packed in a 
broadband array environment. 
The radiating elements which 
have found the widest acceptance 
at Raytheon are the double-ridge 
horn, the double-ridge trough, 
the printed-circuit notch, and the 
printed-circuit horn. 
Thirty-eight horizontally-pol-
arized double-ridge horns arrayed 
in the E-plane are shown in Fig-
ure 9. This linear array provides 
an elevation coverage of 20 de-
grees and an azimuth scan cover-
age of 90 degrees. The array op-
erates over a 2.6:1 frequency 
band. An in-line SMA connector 
transition is used to launch the 
input wave onto the ridges. 
Seven vertically-polarized dou-
ble-ridge elements arrayed in the 
H-plane in atrough are shown in 
Figure 10. This linear array pro-
vides an elevation coverage of 60 
degrees and an azimuth coverage 
of 120 degrees. The operating 
frequency bandwidth of the array 
is in excess of 4:1. The center 
conductor of the SMA input tran- 
[Continued on page 184] 
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creases as shown in the curves below. 
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Fig. 9 E-plane array of double-ridge horns. 
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sition passes through the upper 
ridge and press-fits directly into 
the lower ridge. 
Eight printed-circuit tapered 
notch elements arrayed in the E-
plane are shown in Figure 11. 
Both stripline boards making up 
the assembly have the tapered 
notch copper pattern etched on 
the outside. The inner sides of 
each board contain open-cir-
cuited printed transmission line  
feeds that pass under the narrow-
est part of the tapered notches. 
The radiated field is polarized 
horizontally (parallel to the plane 
of the stripline board). The array 
shown in Figure 11 is driven by a 
fixed power divider to form a sin-
gle beam. When the array is driv-
en by a Rotman lens, the cover-
age sector is approximately 120 
degrees in azimuth by 120 de- 
[Continued on page 186] 
As supplied to NASA, amplifiers have 
noise temperatures typically 
15K in L-Band 
30K in C-Band 
55K in X-Band 
with 30db of cooled gain over 10% band-
width. VSWR 1.5:1. The 1.6 GHz ampli-
fiers have been chosen by NASA's Deep 
Space Network for the upcoming 1984-
1985 French-Russian Venus mission. 
Specifications are based on operation 
at 20K physical temperature and also at 
77K liquid nitrogen temperature. Com-
plete cryogenic systems and coolable 
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Fig. 11 E-plane array of eight printed-circuit notch elements. 
Fig. 12 H-plane array of eight printed-horn elements. 
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grees in elevation. Frequency 
bandwidths of 4:1 have been 
achieved. 
Eight printed-circuit horn ele-
ments arrayed in the H-plane are 
shown in Figure 12. This array is 
fed ray a stripline eight-way power 
divider etched on the inner sur-
face of the board, immediately 
following the power div 7der cir-
cuit is a trarssition to microstrip 
which is followed by a tapering of 
the center conductor to form a 
horn. Radiation occurs directly 
from the microstrip, and tapered 
conducting plates are placed on 
the upper and lower surfaces of  
the microstrip assembly to in-
crease the E-plane radiating aper-
ture. Dielectric is placed within 
the tapered region for matching 
purposes. When the array is driv-
en by a Rotman lens, the cover-
age sector is approximately 120 
degrees in azimuth by 120 de-
grees in elevation. 
ECM system requirements are 
increasingly calling for adaptive 
polarization on transmit. This is 
generally accomplished by im-
plementing two orthogonally-pol-
arized, transmitters and driving 
them with the appropriate relative 
[Continued on page 188] 
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ridged horn has problems hand-
ling high input power levels, and -
the matching of the horn to free 
space is difficult. 
Types of dual-polarized arrays 
that have been used at Raytheon 
are shown in Figures 13, 14 and 
15. Figure 13 shows a 15-element 
array of printed-circuit, tapered 
notch elements which have been 
crossed in "egg-crate" fashion to 
provide dual linear polarization 
with coincident phase center. The 
array provides a coverage sector 
of 120 degrees by 120 degrees 
and was designed to operate over 
a 2:1 frequency band. With this 
type of array, care must be taken 
to avoid surface wave resonances 
which can cause blind spots. 
Figure 14 shows an eight-ele-
ment array of double-ridge horns 
in which each horn sidewall has 
been replaced by a stripline cir-
cuit containing a four-way power 
divider feeding four stepped-
notch elements etched at the 
front edge of the aperture. The 
alternating vertically-polarized 
notch sub-arrays and horizontal-
ly-polarized double-ridge horns 
individually have phase centers 
that are offset by half an element 
spacing. However, coincidence of 
the phase centers of the entire ar-
ray is obtained by using an odd 
number of vertically-polarized ele-
ments and an even number of 
horizontally-polarized array ele-
ments. The coverage sector fo• 
the array of Figure 14 is 120 de-
grees in azimuth by 30 degrees in 
elevation. The frequency band-
width is 4:1. 
Figure 15 shows a third type (.: 
dual-polarized array that alter-
nates the vertically-polarize:: 
notch sub-arrays of Figure 1 
with the horizontally-polarize d 
printed-horn sub-arrays of Figu -e 
12. Coincidence for the phase, 
centers of the interspersed arrays 
is maintained by using 33 ver-
tically-polarized sub -arrays a7id 
32 horizontally-polarized suz.-i-
arrays. The operating bandwidth 
for this array is 2:1, and the cover-
age sector is 120 degrees in azi-
muth by 10 degrees in elevation. 
Lens-Fed Arrays for ECM 
Electronic countermeasures 
systems' requirements continue 
[Continued on page 190] 
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amplitude and phase relationship 
to generate the required transmit 
polarization. It is desirable that 
the phase centers of the ortho-
gonally-polarized antennas be 
coincident so that the radiated 
polarization will be stationary (i.e., 
not vary with aspect angle). 
The classic, broadband dual- 
polarized radiating element is the 
quadri-ridge horn. For operation 
in a broadband array that must be 
free from grating lobes, the horn 
aperture must be reduced in size 
to such an extent that extremely 
heavy ridging is required to pre-
vent waveguide cutoff at the low 
end of the band. Such a heavily 
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to demand higher and higher lev-
els of ERP to enable the systems 
to cope with increasing numbers 
of threats of a more sophisticated 
nature. These increased demands 
can be met readily with the 
distributed-amplifier lens-fed ar-
ray, without requiring any break-
throughs in either RF power 
sources or in the power-handling 
capability of the transmit anten-
nas. For example, a doubling of 
the number of transmit array ele- 
ments will double the transmit 
power and will also double the an-
tenna gain, thus quadrupling the 
ERR Yet, the maximum RF power 
levels of tens of megawatts are 
obtainable, if desired, merely by 
selecting the appropriate number 
of array elements. 
Generally, lens-fed array trans-
mitters use mini-TWTs as the 
power amplifiers. This is a small, 
lightweight, high-gain tube that 
[Continued on page 192] 
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operates over the 4.5 to 18.0 GHz 
band and provides 50 watts of CW 
output power in the central part of 
the band, while requiring approx-
imately 230 watts of DC input 
power. Relatively low electrode 
voltages are used, so the tubes 
are highly reliable. Because the 
tubes are distributed across the 
array elements, when they do fail, 
they fail gracefully. That is, the 
transmitter ERP falls off gradual-
ly, while the transmit beam re-
mains well-focused and pointed 
in the right direction. 
An important feature of the 
lens-fed array transmitter is its 
capability for efficiency forming 
multiple simultaneous transmit 
beams either at the same or at dif-
ferent frequencies. For example, 
if two input drive signals are si-
multaneously fed to the lens, 
each of the distributed TWTs will 
see two input drive signals. The 
output power of the tube will then 
divide between the two signals, 
and the power split ratio can be 
controlled by appropriately con-
trolling the relative amplitudes of 
the drive signals. When the tubes  
are in hard saturation, the pres-
ence of two input drive signals 
causes spurious signals to appear 
at the output, and these inter-
modulation products reduce the 
total desired output power by ap-
proximately 1.0 dB. 
Thus, when the array is driven 
to obtain an equal power-split be-
tween two frequencies at satura-
tion, the ERP at each of the two 
frequencies is reduced by ap-
proximately 4.0 dB. That is, each 
beam still has the full array gain, 
since only the power is divided 
between the two frequencies. To 
form four simultaneous transmit 
beams at saturation, the ERP for 
each beam will decrease by 7.0 
dB from the single-beam level 
(6.0 dB for the 4-way power divi-
sion and 1.0 dB for intermodula-
tion loss). 
Lens-Fed Arrays for ESM 
The lens-fed ECM transmit ar-
ray achieves its high ERP by con-
centrating its transmit power into 
a narrow antenna beam. This 
places a requirement on the ESM 
system for measuring the angular  
location of the threat in order to 
properly direct the ECM response. 
Figure 16 shows a lens-fed multi-
beam receive array that deter-
mines the threat signal angle of 
arrival. There are half as many re-
ceive beams as there are transmit 
beam positions in the associated 
transmitter. Therefore, the angle 
of arrival must be determined to 
an accuracy of one-half the re-
ceive beamwidth, i.e., two-to-one 
beamsptitting is required. 
The angle measurement is per-
formed by placing crystal video 
receivers on each beam port and 
then measuring the ratio between 
the signal levels as received on 
the pair of adjacent beam ports 
containing the two greatest signal 
levels. For 3-dB adjacent-beam 
crossover levels, equal-width, 
half-beamwidth cells can be de-
fined, which correspond to ampli-
tude ratios less than 6.0 dB (near 
a beam peak) or ratios greater 
than 6.0 dB (near a beam cros-
sover). The beamwidth of an ar-
ray normally varies with frequen-
cy, and this would change the rel-
ative widths of the beam-split 
cells. 
Therefore, the receive array of 
Figure 16 employs a constant 
beamwidth technique within the 
lens which maintains the beam-
width essentially constant over 
greater than an octave frequency 
band. This technique automat-
ically provides increasing attenu-
ation of the outer array elements 
as the frequency increases, thus 
keeping the array size constant in 
terms of wavelength. At the same 
time, the attenuation provides an 
amplitude taper across the array, 
which serves to reduce sidelobes 
The placement of crystal video 
receivers on every beamport of a 
lens-fed array yields an ESM re-
ceiver that is wide open in both 
frequency and angle and thus 
provides 100 percent probability 
of detection for all signals above 
the receiver threshold. If greater 
sensitivity is required on a wide-
open basis, low-noise preamplifi-
ers can be placed behind the ar-
ray elements. Having detected a 
particular emitter in its main lobe, 
if it should be desired to follow the 
signal down into its back lobes, a 
narrowband superheterodyne re-
ceiver can be switched to the par- 
[Co.ntinued on page 194) 
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ticular receive beam port for more 
detailed analysis. 
The lens-fed receive array offers 
significant advantages when op-
erating in highly dense signal en-
vironments. The antenna divides 
the coverage sector into narrow 
angle cells that remain fixed in 
space with respect to frequency. 
Only those signals falling within  
the boundaries of a given angular 
cell need be processed by the re-
ceiver associated with that cell. 
Thus the antenna provides an 
angle-sorting function that great-
ly thins the signal environment as 
seen by any given receiver. 
Future Trends 
The rapid advances currently 
being made in the state-of-the-art 
of solid-state FET amplifiers may 
have a profound effect upon fu-
ture designs of lens-fed multiple 
beam arrays. However, for the 
FET to be competitive with the 
TWT, the cost for a one-watt am-
plifier will have to be reduced to 
the vicinity of $200 to $400. In 
order to replace each 50-watt 
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mini-TWT and its associated 
transmit element, a seven-element 
sub-array driven by seven one-
watt FETs would have to be used. 
The seven watts of total transmit 
power coupled with the sevenfold 
increase in antenna gain is re-
quired to compensate for the 50-
fold decrease in the amplifier 
power output. 
Also,-each seven-element, solid-
state sub-array would have to be 
driven by a multibeam lens, a 
beamport switch (single-pole-
seven-throw for single-beam op-
eration), and a driver amplifier. It 
is the cost of this full seven-
element distributed-amplifier, 
lens-fed array and driver circuitry 
that must be competitive with one 
mini-TWT and its associated ra-
diating element. 
The large numbers of array 
elements, amplifiers, lenses and 
switches required for a solid-state 
transmitter of moderate ERP 
would create an excessively com-
plex package if they were to be 
interconnected in the customary 
manner, using semi-rigid coaxial 
cables. Therefore, the future trend 
must be towards the employment 
of a high level of RF component 
integration in MIC subassemblies 
in order to reduce the size, com-
plexity and cost of the solid-state 
transmitter package and to make 
it maintainable. 
The seven-fold increase in the 
number of solid-state array ele-
ments that are needed to match 
the ERP of its mini-TWT equival-
ent will increase the radar cross 
section (RCS) of the solid-state 
array by a factor of 49:1. There-
fore, another future trend must be 
towards the reduction of the RCS 
contributions froM ahtenna ar-
rays. These reduction techniques 
ae expected to include aperture 
shaping, improved array element 
match for all polarizations, im-
proved impedance match for in-
ternal antenna components, and 
a decrease in reflections from an-
tenna structural components. 
Another future trend in lens-fed 
arrays is expected to be a move 
towards extremely wide frequen-
cy bandwidths. Wider and wider 
bandwidths are being obtained 
from TWTs and solid-state ampli-
fiers these days. In fact, a travel-
ing wave type of FET amplifier is  
being developed by Raytheon 
with a power output approaching 
one watt over the 2.0 to 20.0 GHz 
decade. Therefore, it is expected 
that the lens-fed array bandwidth 
will need to be expanded accord-
ingly. 
Concerning the performance of 
wideband arrays, the antenna 
gain varies as the square of the 
frequency if the elements are 
tightly packed, as they would be 
when the array is designed to be 
free from grating lobes. Thus, for 
constant amplifier output over a 
decade bandwidth, the array ERP 
will fall off 20 dB from the high 
end to the low end of the band. 
This ERP rolloff can be greatly 
decreased by increasing the ele-
ment spacing, with no sacrifice in 
ERP at the high end of the band. 
Wide element spacings increas-
ingly will be used in future wide-
band lens-fed arrays, but atten-
tion will need to be devoted to 
dealing with the numerous grat-
ing lobes that will be introduced 
by the wide element spacing. 
Future lens-fed arrays are ex-
pected to be polarization-diverse. 
The ESM arrays will measure the 
polarization on each received 
pulse and use this discriminant as 
a signal-sorting parameter. The 
ECM arrays will adapt their trans-
mitted polarization to the threat in 
order to optimize the effective-
ness of the jamming. ■ 
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A Survey of Circular Symmetric Arrays 
J. H. PROVENCH ER 
Naval Electronics Laboratory Center 
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Introduction  
Considerable interest in circular, cylindrical and 
conical array antennas in recent years has prompted 
development of feed systems and components to provide 
rapid and highly agile beam positioning. Many of the 
problems associated with planar array design also ex-
ist in non-planar array design and a natural outcome is 
to apply solutions of the planar array design problems 
to circular arrays with appropriate changes. Beam 
steering generally requires a method to commute the 
amplitude and phase distribution around the array and 
this is usually accomplished by one of the following 
means: 
1. Mechanical or electro:-..x switch 
2. Lens-switch combination 
3. Hybrid-:,r,:n:xix phase shifter combination 
The theory of the circular or ring array has been 
covered in the literature and some of the earlier arrays, 
primarily of the mechanically scanned type, will not 
be discussed here. It is only necessary to say that these 
arrays employed many of the concepts to be discussed 
and more recent applications will be presented. 
Switched Arrays 
A necessary requirement to steer the beam is that 
the amplitude and phase distribution be varied in such 
a manner that the excited portion or active sector of 
the array have the same distributions at each beam pos-
ition. Several techniques make use of diode switches 
and phase shifters to effect the permutation. Figure 1 
gives a schematic diagram of an array of this type dev-
eloped by Wheeler Laboratories of Smithtown, New York. 
The array has 32 elements with 8 elements activated 
at a time. In this case, the sector selection is provided 
by eight single-pole four-throw switches. The proper 
amplitude-and-phase ordering of the elements is main-
tained by the inter-connection of transfer switches, per-
mitting cyclic permutation of the outputs from the dis-
tribution network. Phase shifters are included for fine 
steering; their location in the network requires as many 
phase shifters as there are excited elements. Eight 
phase tilt steerings are provided in the demonstration  
model to obtain steering to 0.1 beamwidth. The dis-
tribution network is used to obtain desired sum and 
difference pattern illuminations. The excitations 
are then carried through the equal path-length 
switching network without distortion. 
The switching network activates a contiguous 
set (usually the total number) of the elements on 
the cylinder. The network consists of two parts; 
one part chooses the desired sector, and the other 
maintains the desired ordering of the elements. The 
switching network effects a "coarse" steering, mov-
ing the beam in angular increments corresponding 
to the element spacing (approximately 0.8 beam-
width steps). For any setting of the switches phase 
tilt can be introduced by the phase shifters to pro-
vide "fine"steering. A distribution network is used 
to derive the aperture illumination as in the case of 
a linear array; fixed line lengths are used to cor-
rect for the curvature of the aperture. Sum and 
difference excitations are provided. For a 32 ele-
ment array, 56 PIN diodes are required for the 
switches and 64 diodes for 4-bit phase shifters. If 
the modal approach, which is described elsewhere 
(Reference 1, 2), were to be implemented for the 
same size array, 256 diodes would be required with 
NELC:z. 
Fig. 1 Schematic Diagram of Diode Switched Array Devel-
oped by Wheeler Laboratories. 
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Fig. 5 Circular Array Developed by Scanwell Laboratories. 
side of the antenna ring. Each box contains two (2) RF 
switches, SPDT, in which, the switching elements con-
sist of magnetically energized, mercury-wetted reed 
capsules. 
The heart of the feed network is a device termed 
a "Pass-Around", which is contained in the RF scan-
ner unit. It has 31 input ports, 31 output ports, and 
consists of 155 interconnected SPDT switches. Its 
function is to switch the input distribution of 30 ele-
ment signals into the proper sequence at its output 
ports so that they will be transferred by the feed net-
work to correctly illuminate the particular group of 
30 elements required in forming a given radiated beam. 
The amplitude illumination tapers required for select-
able azimuth beamwidths are set up by a dual direc-
tional coupler power divider. 
Beam steering is accomplished by feeding a seven-
bit digital signal into the electronics cabinet from the 
remote beam controllers. They permit automatic 
beam command control from external digital or syn-
chro inputs, and they can also be switched into a man-
ual stepping or slewing of the beams via a binary anal-
ogue-to-digital encoder. The antenna was designed for 
the IFF frequencies and has a beam-to-beam ay/itch-
ing speed of 3 milliseconds. The azimuth beamwidth 
is variable; 	4.5 ° or 8.8° , 	and has sidelobes on the 
order of -26 dB. 
By virtue of its symmetry, a cylindrical array 
has obvious appeal when an antenna is needed for high-
speed scanning of a pencil beam 360 degrees in azi-
muth and over some range of elevation angles. With 
such an array, the radiation pattern is formed by es-
tablishing the proper currents on the elements (ordin- 
arily on just a sector of the cylinder), and is then 
scanned in aximuth by moving the excitation around 
the cylinder, and in elevation by varying the fre-
quency or phases of the currents. Recent work at 
the Naval Research Laboratory on circular arrays 
resulted in the development of a matrix and diode 
switches capable of performing the first function, 
permitting switching from beam to beam in azimuth 
in less than a microsecond. A schematic is shown 
in Figure 6. To demonstrate 3-D scanning with a 





Fig. 6 Schematic Diagram of Cylindrical Array Developed by 
Naval Research Laboratory. 
cylindrical array, a 256-element, S-band array 
consisting of 32 8-element linear arrays has been 
built and tested. 
The 32 arrays making up the cylinder each con-
sist of 8 vertically polarized dipoles series fed by 
a serpentine transmission line by means of direc-
tional couplers. The radiating elements are sand-
wich dipoles fed directly from the transmission 
line and occupying a single surface. Eight of the 
32 linear arrays are excited at a time. The currents 
to be applied are first established by a corporate 
structure having 8 outputs equal in phase and having 
a 25 dB Tchebyscheff amplitude distribution. The 
switch system has a total of 44 transfer switches. 
An array of 32 elements around the ring would have 
5 switches in series in each path. A 64 element 
array would require 6 switches in series. A pass-
around network is made up of eight 4 x 4 matrices 
with 4 transfer switches per matrix. 
The array is scanned in elevation from -20 to 
+40 degrees by varying the frequency from 3.07 
to 3.37 GHz, a larger frequency excursion than the 
switch matrix was originally designed to cover 
lens, where R=4'. Four lens input probes are ex-
cited simultaneously to achieve aperture amplitude 
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Fig. 10 R-2R Lens Amplitude and Phase Distributions. 
degree azimuth beam steering is implemented by 
means of a SP4T switch at each input-output port 
of the lens. This switch selects one of the two ra-
diating elements to which it is connected, or a 
matched load when the terminal is inactive, or the 
input-output probe. 
The radiating array shown in Figure 4 was used 
with the lens feed and had an azimuth beamwidth of 
5° at 3.2 GHz. Figure 12 shows a typical radiation 
pattern from the array. 
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and diode switch combination array (4). This method of 
feeding and scanning the circular array uses tie  weli- 
known R-2R parallel-plate lens feed system. The tens 
is a parallel plate region of radius R, with the spacing 
between parallel plates less than free-space wave-
length in order to restrict propagation to the electric 
field component perpendicular to the plates. Energy is 
launched and extracted from the lens by neans of 
monopoles mounted wavelength in front of the circum-
ferential ground plane enclosing the parallel plate re-
gion: From Figure 9, it can be seen that energy intro- 
Fig. 9 R-2R Lens Coordinates. 
duced at point A travels a distance 2R cos 7/2 when 
received by a pickoff probe at 7 . For a beam co-
phasal distribution on a ring array of radius p the en-
ergy must be delayed a distance p cos a for an anten-
na element located at a measured from the beam direc-
tion. Thus, the distribution will be provided by the lens 
if 
1 R 	p 
and 
1 
7 = 2 
The lens must be one half the radius of the ring array. 
The lens angle will be twice the array angle if all of the 
lens ports are used to illuminate one half of the array 
aperture (180°). 	The illumination of the ring is 
accomplished using 64 equispaced probes on the lens, 
each switchable to one of two diametrically opposite 
elements on the array. Figure 10 shows typical ampli-
, tude and phase distributions obtained from the R-2R 
a . 
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siderable interest in the past. Radiation Systems, Inc. , 
McLean, Virginia has recently conducted a develop-
ment program to demonstrate some of the perform-
ance advantages which are possible with this type of 
TACAN antenna. The benefits which accrue through 
the combination of circular phased array techniques 
and the unique biconical radiator developed by RSi are: 
a. Pattern rotation with a fixed antenna 
"b. Continuous full band coverage from 960 to 1220 
MHz without adjustment 
c. Improved elevation plane patterns wherein the 
modulation remains unchanged for elevation 
angles up to 60° 
d. Improved cross polarization 
e. Aroc.ind the mast installation if required. 
It should be recalled that the TACAN pattern con-
sists of a limacoid with nine lobes superimposed upon 
it which rotates at 900 rpm. This pattern is shown in 
Nine Leoed Rotating Pattern 
Fig. 14 TACAN Rotating Pattern. 
Figure 14 and has the mathematical form: 
E (0) = Ao + Bi sin (3 + B9 sin 9 0 
where 0 = azimuth angle 
Ao = omni pattern content and 
B1 and B9 represent the ripple content of the 
fundamental and 9 lobed patterns respectively. 
The trigonometric functions can be formed by 
combining symmetric modes of the proper mode 
number as done for fan beam antennas. In this case, 
the onmi term is provided with the 0 order mode. 
the 0 term is provided by combining the +1 and -1 
modes and the 9 0 term is supplied by combining 
the +9 and -9 modes. This pattern is rotated about 
the fixed array by inserting variable phase shifters 
in the lines feeding the first and ninth order modes. 
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Fig. 15 Experimental TACAN Antenna Developed by 
Radiation Systems, Inc. 
structed of both the antenna array and the RF pro-
cessing networks. The radiator consists of thirty-
two probes positioned in a circle at the throat of a 
biconical horn. The RF processing networks are 
fabricated in strip-transmission-line. A composite 
of measured azimuth patterns of this experimental 
TACAN antenna for frequencies of 1.9 to 2.5 GHz 
is shown in Figure 16. Developmental work to op-
timize the array antenna and the feed networks a-
cross the full band are incomplete. However, these 
pattern traces demonstrate the full TACAN band-
width capability at the scaled frequencies. The am-
plitude modulation of the pattern is virtually un-
changed over a 60° range of elevation angles. 
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The use of these types of arrays for wide band 
systems has been established by experimental mod-
els. A matrix fed array has been developed by RSI 
to cover a 5 to 1 band; Naval Electronics Laboratory 
Center has tested a circular array for the lens-fed 
type to cover an octave bandwidth and the arrays dis-
cussed of the switched-type have been operated over 
a 20% band. A major problem area appears to be in 
the choice of feeding and switching devices to mini-
mize the losses of the switch and phasor components. 
Considerable losses occur in the element connectors 
and cabling required to commute the amplitude and  
phase distributions. Many of the arrays described 
suffer from this condition and serious consideration 
should be given to other types of techniques to sim-
plify the design. The utility of the asymmetric ar-
rays has been demonstrated and as in planar phased 
arrays, the cost is a most important factor. The 
feeding techniques are, in general, more complicated 
than those for the planar phased array. However, 
the inherent advantages of the beam symmetry, wide 
band capability and physical stability offer attractive 
trade-offs for some types of systems. 
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SYSTEM APPLICATION AND PERFORMANCE 
The electronically scanned antenna array is utilized in an 
airborne microwave radiometer imaging system. As shown 
in the block diagram of Fig. 8, this system consists of four 
basic parts: 1) the antenna with its associated drive and 
control network, 2) the Dicke switching network, including 
the calibration and control subsystem, 3) the receiver, and 
4) the data processing and display system. 
Electromagnetic energy emitted from the surface of the 
earth is received by the array antenna. The magnitude of 
this energy is proportional to the radiometric temperature 
observed. By comparing this energy with that emitted by a 
known calibration standard, normally a hot andior cold 
reference load, it is possible to determine the radiometric 
temperature of the body seen by the antenna. A two-
dimensional map of the radiometric temperature of the 
earth is therefore generated when the antenna beam is 
scanned as the vehicle moves. 
The radiometer receiver is a solid-state superheterodyne 
double sideband receiver. Included in this receiver are a 
balanced mixer, solid-state local oscillator and multiplier, 
synchronously tuned IF amplifier, square law detector, 
preamplifier, and synchronous detector. The overall noise 
figure of the receiver ranges between 6.0 and 7.0 dB. The 
measurement accuracy and sensitivity of the receiver are 
2.0'K and 0.7'K, respectively. 
Data processing is performed by a digital data acquistion 
system which produces a computer-compatible tape output. 
A real-time grey level display, an analog readout. and a 
digital printout are also generated simultaneously. The 
tape output can be processed to give either a grey level dis-
play or a color presentation, the latter offering almost a 
sixfoid increase in display resolution. 
Scanning of the antenna beam is accomplished in an in-
cremental manner. A total of 39 steps are required to move 
the beam through the 100 - angular range. Each step cor-
responds to a half-power beamwidth interval. The time re-
quired for a complete scan is adjustable to one or two 
seconds. This includes the time required to reposition the 
beam to each of the 39 positions and the dwell. or integra-
tion, time at each position. 
Typical of the data that have been obtained with this sys-
tem by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center are those 
shown in Fig. 9. This radiometric map of the Southern 
California coastal area was obtained from an altitude of 
37 000 feet. The black to white span on the grey level scale 
represents a temperature range of 228'K to 290 K. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A 19.35-GHz electronically scanned two-dimensional 
phased array has been described in detail. It has been shown 
that this configuration is compatible with the overall air-
borne microwave radiometer system requirements. The 
phased array described here has a high beam efficiency, can 
be scanned rapidly, is volumetrically compact and light in 
weight, consumes little power, and can be flush-mounted. 
The performance of the array, as well as that of the radiom-
eter system in which it is used, has also been discussed. 
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A Matrix-Fed Circular Array for 
Continuous Scanning 
BORIS SHELEG 
Abstract—The Butler-matrix-fed circular array will form a focussed 
radiation pattern when the proper current distribution is established on the 
inputs to the matrix. Further, this beam can be scanned through 360' by 
changing only the phases of the matrix input currents, just as with a linear 
array scanning is accomplished by varying the phases of the element cur-
rents. This operation was experimentally demonstrated with a 32-dipole 
circular array and reasonable agreement was obtained between the measured 
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and calculated patterns. Finally, a synthesis procedure is described for de-
termining the matrix input currents required to attain a prescribed current 
distribution on the array. 
INTRODUCTION 
ANTENNAS consisting of radiating elements arrayed on a circle have been studied and have been used for many years, but recent developments in switch- 
ing and phase shifting have led to a renewed interest in 
them. The appeal of the circular array is that, because of its 
- 
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symmetry, it can be used to scan a beam in discrete steps 
through a full 360° without the variations in gain and pat-
tern shape that occur when four linear arrays are used, each 
scanning through a single quadrant. The purpose of this 
study was to determine some of the possibilities and also 
the limitations of scanning with circular arrays and, in 
particular, to demonstrate the use of the Butler matrix in 
feeding the elements of the array. The idea of using a Butler 
matrix for this purpose is due to Shelton [1 ], who showed 
that it permitted the formation of a narrow radiated beam 
that could then be scanned essentially like the beam from a 
linear array, by the operation of phase shifters alone. 
The operation of a Butler-matrix-fed circular array 
(multimode array) is first described heuristically in terms of 
"modes" and then, more satisfactorily, by considering the 
distribution of currents impressed on the radiating elements 
by the matrix. In addition, calculations were made to show 
how the radiation pattern of the multimode array varies as 
it is scanned continuously, rather than in discrete steps. 
The experimental portion of this program was performed 
at L-band with a circular array of 32 dipoles around a con-
ducting cylinder. Sidelobe level control was shown by using 
different amplitude tapers over the illuminated portion of 
the array. 
THEORY OF OPERATION 
The principles involved in scanning a multimode array 
are most easily seen by considering not an array, but a con-
tinuous distribution of current. When this distribution is 
expressed as a Fourier series, in general infinite, each term 
represents a current mode uniform in amplitude but having 
a phase varying linearly with angle. The radiation pattern of 
each mode has the same form as the current mode itself, and 
these pattern modes are the Fourier components of the 
radiation pattern of the original distribution. The expres-
sion of the radiation pattern as the sum of modes of this 
form is then seen to be analogous to the summation of the 
contribution made to the pattern of a linear array by its 
elements, so the operation of a multimode array can be ex-
plained by referring to an equivalent linear array. 
Referring to Fig. 1, consider a current distribution 1(a) 
to be the sum of a finite number of continuous current 
modes 1„eim with —101n5N. The radiation pattern for 
= n/2, is then given by 
N 
E(0) = E Cne."4' 
•- -N 
where the C. are complex constants given by 
C„ = brKf 1„.1„(
2na
) 
with K a constant [2]. There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the current modes ea and the far-field pattern 
modes eh 6, but note that their relative phases are not 
necessarily the same. Another property peculiar to circular 
arrays with isotropic radiators is that some modes can be 
made to give zero contribution in the plane of the circle by 
the selection of a proper diameter. However, for practical 
Fig. I. Coordinates for a continuous cylindrical sheet 
of vertical current elements. 
antennas of interest (e.g., dipoles approximately one-
quarter wavelength over a reflecting cylinder) all the modes 
make contributions in the plane of the array. 
Equations (1) and (2) demonstrate that a change in rela-
tive amplitude and phase of each current mode results in a 
corresponding change in the corresponding pattern. mode 
(this can be done by controlling 1.). This is nearly identical 
to the formulation for linear arrays. A linear array of 
2N+ 1 isotropic elements with interelement spacing a has 
a radiation pattern given by 
E(u) = E A nej" • 
,,= -N 
( 3 ) 
where u = ka sin 0, 0 is the angle off-broadside, and A. is 
the current on the nth element. Equations (1) and (3) show 
the similarity of the patterns of the circular current sheet 
and the linear array, with the role of the current mode in 
the circular array taken by the element in the linear array. 
One difference is that for the circular array the argument 
is 0, and for the linear array it is ka sin gyp.  A second difference 
is that equally excited elements in a linear array make con-
tributions of equal magnitude to the radiation pattern, 
but equally excited current modes do not contribute 
equally, because their elevation patterns are not identical. 
This results in differences in their strength of contribution 
in the plane of the antenna. For example, if in the antenna 
being considered (Fig. 1) it is desired that the pattern modes 
be equal in magnitude and be in phase at 0=0, the excita-
tions of the current modes must be [from (2)] 
Its radiation pattern is then given by 
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Fig. 3. Calculated mode patterns for a 32-dipole circular array compared with the ideal mode patterns. 
The approximate pattern of the dipole in front of a cylinder 
is given by 
A(0) = 3(1 + cos 0), 	 (8) 
where the phase was assumed constant in azimuth when 
referred to a point one-third the distance from the cylinder 
to the dipole. This assumption is reasonably good, at least 
in the unshadowed region. Mode patterns and pencil beam 
patterns computed using (8) were in good agreement with 
those obtained using the exact pattern of the vertical current 
element, and no results for the latter have been included. 
Consider, as in Fig. 1, a circular array of radius R with 
N elements equally spaced at a j =J27c/N, where , 
N. Referred to the center of the circle, the relative space 
phase of the Ali element is (2NR/2.) cos (4)—sj ), where  
only the plane of the array is considered. If the element 
pattern is A(4)—aj ) and the current on the element is 
Alei*J, the radiation pattern of the array is given by 
N 
E)) = E Ajej*JA(0 — j )e,x211RIA).0-27) 
1=1 
Mode patterns were calculated from this equation with the 
element pattern given by (8) and, for the K th mode, a current 
distribution given by A j =1, 411.1 =27rKJIN. Results are 
shown for a 32-element array, for which the modes cor-
respond to K=0, ± 1, ± 2, • • • , +15, 16. The phase and 
amplitude of computed mode patterns for a 32-element 
circular array (0.5A spacing) are compared with ideal modes 
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Fig. 4. Mode-by-mode buildup of the pattern of a 32-element array with uniform excitation of the modes. 
case more than 95 percent of the total power is radiated from 
the 9 elements closest to the beam and on these elements the 
currents differ from cophasal by at most 5°. 
One of the distributions used in the experimental pro-
gram was B K = COS 2 (n1C140), which provided a I7-dB taper 
over the 31-mode inputs. To indicate how much the pattern 
shape could be expected to change as the beam was scanned, 
patterns were computed for various beam positions. Fig. 7 
shows three patterns, one phased so that its peak is in the  
direction of element 32 (4) 0), the other two having the 
same amplitude distribution over the modes but phased to 
scan the beam one quarter and one half, respectively, of the 
angle between elements. It may be seen that, at least for this 
distribution, the pattern changes only slightly as the beam 
is scanned. 
Patterns were also calculated for different element spac-
ings, element patterns, and amplitude distributions, but 
those shown satisfactorily illustrate the beam formation 
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Fig. 7. Patterns and the corresponding current distributions on a 32-element array for beams at 0°, 5.625'. and 2.813°. 
The amplitude taper on the modes is BE =cos2 OrK,40) with I C 0, +1, +2, • • . +15. 
and scanning and also indicate how the pattern differs from 
one based on the existence of perfect pattern modes. 
SYNTHESIS OF APERTURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
It should now be evident that the radiation pattern of a 
circular array computed on the assumption that the pattern 
modes are perfect is not the same as that computed from the 
actual current distribution, and that a certain amount of 
cut-and-try is involved in determining the number of modes 
to use and in adjusting the phases of the modes to form a 
beam in a particular direction. Instead of picking the mode 
excitations, only to find that the corresponding current dis- 
tribution results in a poor radiation pattern, it would be 
preferable first to pick a current distribution having an ac-
ceptable pattern and then to find the mode excitations which 
will give these currents. That this is always possible was dis-
covered by Davies [8], who showed that any prescribed out-
put currents can be achieved with a Butler matrix by proper-
ly exciting the matrix inputs. 
Consider an N x N Butler matrix with input and output 
ports labeled K and J, respectively. If the prescribed cur-
rents Ale"''', where J= 1, 2, • • , N are to be set up on the 
array, the N currents that must be applied to the inputs of 
the matrix are 
4 
Fig. 9. Circular array of 32 dipoles (A/2 spacing, 900 MHz). 
Fig. 10. Beam-forming and scanning network for the 32-dipole array. 
15;1=ii 
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is then applied to the inputs, the excitation is switched to 
element 1. If, however, the linear phase progression were 
only half this (i.e., e - '"1"), two elements, N and 1, would be 
strongly excited, but there would be currents on all the ele-
ments of the array. As a practical example, consider a 32-
element array with a cophasal distribution on the 14-ele-
ment sector which includes elements 26-7. The desired 
amplitude distribution is cos [(K— 1/2)x/16], which is sym-
metrical about a point midway between elements 32 and 1, 
and the elements are to be phased to form a beam in this 
direction. All other elements are to be inert. To show how 
the current distribution varies as the beam is scanned in 
small steps, the input currents required to achieve this dis-
tribution are first determined from (14), then their phases 
are changed to scan the pattern and the new distribution 
on the array is computed from (11). Table II gives the 
original distribution, phased for a peak at (0 = 5.625°, and 
the corresponding input currents to the Butler matrix. Also 
in Table II is the distribution on the array when the beam is 
scanned to 11.25° (the direction of element 1) and the dis-
tribution when the beam is scanned to the angle midway 
between the first two. It is seen that, for the scanned beams, 
the currents are no longer confined to a sector; all elements 
are illuminated, with those on the rear of the array about 30 
dB down. The stronger currents are on 15 or 16 elements, 
and over this sector there are only minor amplitude ripples 
with the currents differing from the cophasal condition by 
about 20°. The two scanned patterns (Fig. 8) do not differ 
significantly from the original one. Their beamwidths, 
near-in sidelobes, and the general level of their far-out lobes 
are comparable, if d;ctribution had been designed for 
very low sidelobes. it is likely that the' pattern changes would 
have been more significant. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
The circular array used in the experimental program had 
32 elements and was operated at 900 MHz. Various radiat-
ing elements were used: dipoles, short back-fire elements, 
and Yagis (the latter two to reduce the elevation beamwidth 
without increasing the height of the antenna), but the only 
array that will be described is a 32-element array of slot-fed 
dipoles, vertically polarized, spaced 0.5.1. apart and 0.25A 
from a conducting cylinder. This antenna is shown in Fig. 9 
and the associated beamforming and scanning network is 
shown in Fig. 10. Since 3-dB quadrature couplers were used 
in the matrix, it had no zero mode; therefore, the coaxial 
cables connecting the matrix to the dipoles had to be cut to 
the proper lengths to correct for this. Corporate structures 
made in triplate line were used to establish the various 
amplitude distributions over the inputs to the Butler matrix. 
The measured 'mode patterns for this array (Fig. 11) do 
not compare favorably with the computed patterns in Fig. 3. 
The deviations are attributable primarily to phase and am-
plitude errors in the matrix. All the current modes were fed 
so as to have the same phase at element 32, and the relative 
phases of the pattern modes were determined by comparing  
the phase of each mode with that of the zero 'mode in the far 
field at 0.0. 
Fig. 12 shows the pattern of the array when a corporate 
structure was used providing currents of equal amplitude to 
all the mode inputs but number 16. For comparison, the 
corresponding calculated pattern (from Fig. 5) is shown 
solid. The two patterns agree reasonably well; both have 
beamwidths of about 10°, the measured first sidelobes are 
1.5 dB higher than those calculated, and the general level 
of the far-out sidelobes is about 21 dB down for both. 
The next series of patterns was taken with a tapered am-
plitude distribution over the modes. By dividing the outputs 
with tees, 31 modes were fed from a 16-element corporate 
structure. This resulted in a stepped distribution (since 
pairs of adjacent modes had equal amplitudes) with a 17-dB 
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Fig. 13. Scanned patterns for the 32-element array with a tapered stepped distribution on the modes. 
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lobe (19 dB down) agree well with those calculated, but the 
level of the far-out lobes was somewhat worse than for the 
calculated pattern. The beam was then scanned by operat-
ing the phase shifters, and some of the patterns are shown in 
Fig. 13. It was found that the beamwidth and sidelobe level 
changed only slightly, and the gain varied by about 1 dB as 
the beam was scanned. 
CONCLUSIONS 
It has been shown that a Butler matrix can be used to 
feed a circular array to form a narrow pattern that can be 
scanned through 360° in azimuth by the operation of phase 
shifters alone. One explanation of this, based on the assump-
tion that the radiation pattern could be written as the sum 
of a finite number of uniform pattern modes, was found to 
work only qualitatively in that it could not be used to 
predict the structure of the sidelobes. A 32-element array 
of dipoles was used to demonstrate experimentally how a 
beam was formed by superposition of the pattern modes 
(even though imperfect) and how the scanning was per-
formed. Finally, the synthesis procedure of Davies was 
described, and as an example, the inputs to the Butler 
matrix required to achieve a prescribed cophasal sector 
distribution on the array were determined and the change in 
the current distribution for other beam positions were 
shown. 
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LOGARITHMICALLY PERIODIC ANTENNA ARRAYS 
R. H. DuHamel di D. G. Berry 
Collins Radio Company 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
• 
Summary 
Previous research on logarithmically periodic 
structures has provided frequency independent antennas 
with gains comparable to that of an aperture of one 
square wavelength. The purpose of this research has 
been to study frequency independent methods of arraying 
logarithmically periodic antennas so as to achieve higher 
gain. The theory and design procedure for an array of 
endfire log periodic elements is described. Design data 
far the element unit patterns and phase centers is 
presented. Experimental as well,littheoretical array 
patterns are. g,ivALL.. 
- up to 210"-db-,gain lhasiW.' An element which will 
be useful for an array of broadside elements is also 
described. 
Introduction 
Previous research on logarithmically periodic 
an:enna structures has led to structures for which the 
watt , ., and impedance are essentially independent of 
ft e(a.c.ncy ove, theoretically unlimited bandwidths. 
5i•uctures have been devised, I , 2, 3, which give omni-
direc•ional, bi -directional, and uni-directional pat-
terns with linear or circular polarization and with 
I.Larnwidths ranging from approximately 50 to 100•. All 
th, 	antennas have consisted of two structures fed 
avinst each other with gains comparable to that of an 
aperture of one square wavelength. Although there are 
man) important applications for the structures described 
previously, there are other applications which demand 
narrower bearnwidths and higher gains. It does not 
.ppear possible to obtain a significant increase in gain 
with tne previous structures by merely changing their 
design parameters. An obvious way of increasing the 
pin is to array more than two of these structures, 
5: Lail' as 4, 6, J, etc., in order to obtain narrower 
bearnwidths at.d higher gains. The purpose of this 
research has been to study frequency independent 
methods of arraying logarithmically periodic antenna 
structures and to obtain data which will allow the design 
of arrays to give specified patterns. As will be 
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described later, experimental results have demon-
strated gains of 15 db and indicate that gain...Sof 20 db 
may be obtained. 
The geometry of logarithmically periodic struc-
tures is defined so that the pattern and impedance 
repeat periodically with the logarithm of frequency. 
A period of frequency is defined in terms of the design 
parameter r by f * r f. Thus for an infinite 
structure the operation is the same for any two fre-
quencies related by an integral power of r. If the 
shape of the structure and the factor r are such that 
the variation of pattern and impedance over one period 
is small, then this will bold true for all periods, the 
result being essentially a frequency independent an-
tenna. Fortunately, it has been found that since the 
"end effect" is negligible, a variety of finite logarith-
mically periodic antennas provide extremely hroa41- 
band operation. 
• 
For the trapezoidal tooth wire structure of allure 
la, which has been reported on previously, 3 rjib the 
ratio of the lengths of two similar adjacent teeth and 
the angle a defines the extremities of the teeth. This 
structure produces a horizontally polarized beam along 
the positive Y axis. The principal Plane beamwidths 
are on the order of 60 to 70• and the side lobe level is 
on the order of 15 db down. For 41 equal to 60• the 
characteristic impedance is approximately 200 ohms. 
Over bandwidths of more than 10 to 1 the beamwidth 
does not change more than 20% and the VSWR referred 
to the characteristic impedance is less than 2 to 1. 
Figure lb shows a sketch of a trapezoidal tooth struc-
ture in which the two halves are coplanar with an angle 
between the center lines of the two halves. As will 
be described, excellent frequency independent operation 
has been obtained with this type of structure which is 
considered as a basic element of several of the arrays. 
The two halves of either of the structures shown in 
figure 1 are fed against each other at the vertices either 
with a balanced two wired line or with a coaxial line 
running up the center line of one structure. The lower 
and higher frequency limits are obtained when the 
longest and shortest transverse wires respectively are 
approximately 1/2 wavelength long. 
In the sections to follow the general theory of 
arrays of logarithmically periodic antennas will be 
presented along with experimental results. A new 
type of broadside element which should prove useful in 
arrays is also described. Only wire structures are 
considered in this paper, since the research has been 
directed toward applications for frequencies below 500 
mc. Triangular tooth structures have not been con-
sidered because their low frequency limit is approxi-
mately 20% higher than that of a trapezoidal tooth 
structure of the same size. 
The frequency independent nature of the logarith-
mically periodic antennas has been adequately 
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demonstrated previously. Therefore the experimental 
results presented in this paper usually cover fre-
quencies over only a period of operation. Results for 
much larger frequency ranges are not presented be-
cause of space limitations. 
Endfire Element Arrays 
2.1 Theory 
It would be a simple matter to form a linear array 
of structures similar to those of figure la. However 
the electrical spacing between the elements of the array 
would change with frequency which would cause the 
radiation pattern of the array to vary with frequency. 
In order to obtain frequency independent operation with 
an array it is necessary that the locations of the ele-
ments with respect to each other be defined by angles 
rather than distances. This implies that all of the 
elements of the array have their vertices or feed points 
at a common point such as illustrated in the photograph 
of figure 2. Shown there are six elements of the tra-
pezoidal tooth type which form what is termed an end-
fire element array, since the basic elements themselves 
are endfire. The three elements on the left may be fed 
against the three elements on the right. The center line 
of the elements lie in a common plane. 
A schematic representation of an array of N ele-
ments as viewed from the top is illustrated in figure 3. 
The radial lines defined by S n represent the elements 
of the array. The direction to a distant field point is 
given by 	. The a and r parameters for the N ele- 
ment., made identical so as to assure identical ele- 
ment patterns. Typical element patterns are shown in 
the schematic. The distance from the feed point to the 
phase center of all element is given by d. The xy plane 
nelintion pattern of the array is given by 




where f (p) is the element pattern and A d cos (d) - 5 e) 
represents the phase advance of the phase center relative 
to the origin. The value of the feed point voltage for 
the nth element is given by A n. The parameter 'rep 
tae relative phase of the field radiated from the nth ele-
ment. It may be controlled by expanding or contracting 
the element according to the phase rotation principle to 
be described later. 
The assumptions made in equation (1) are that the 
element patterns and input impedances are identical. 
Although mutual effects can make these assumptions 
invalid, good correlation between theory and experi-
ment has been obtained. "Cut and try" synthesis pro-
cedures may be used with equation (1) but it is not 
ideally suited for synthesis problems because it is not 
in the form of an orthogonal series. 
2.2 Element Characteristics 
A primary objective of this investigation has been 
to determine the dependence of the radiation character-
istics of a single element upon the design parameters  
a and r so that the above theory may be used to 
predict the performance of general arrays. Since it is 
necessary to feed two logarithmically periodic elements 
against each other in order to obtain frequency inde-
pendent operation, it would appear very difficult to 
determine the radiation characteristics of a single ele-
ment. A trick which circumvents this apparent dif-
ficulty is illustrated in figure 4. Here the logarith-
mically periodic element is fed against a vertical wire 
by connecting the center conductor of the coax (which 
forms the center line of the element) to the wire. Al-
though the input impedance of the element is no longer 
frequency independent, the patterns are and are very 
similar to the patterns of the element when placed in 
an array. Since the wire radiates vertical polarization, 
it is possible to measure the principal plane horizontal 
polarization patterns of the periodic element alone. 
This technique is also used to measure the phase center 
of an element. 
Figure 5 shows several of the elements investigated 
with a = 14.24• and r = 0. 75, 0. 83, 0.915 and 0.95 
from right to left. Since these structures were in-
vestigated only over a period of frequency, it was not 
necessary to extend the teeth down to the feed point. 
For the endfire elements referred to in figures 6, 7, 8, 
9 and 13, .08" diameter wire was used to constructathe 
teeth and a 1/8" O.D. tube was used for the boom. tA 
microdot RG-196/U coaxial feed cable was insertectin 
this tube. The longest transverse wire (the last wl!e) 
was six inches long. Measurements were made bee 
tween 1.0 and 2.2 kmc. 
Sample patterns for various values of the para-
meters a and r are shown in figure 6. These. as 
well as the rest of the patterns presented here, are 
relative field intensity patterns. The endfire character-
istics of a single element are quite apparent. The 
graph and table of figure 7 summarizes the pattern 
data taken on the various types of elements. It is 
noticed that the E-plane beamwidths are relatively 
insensitive to changes in r but that the H-plane beam-
widths generally decrease with increasing r . 
The phase centers of the elements were determined 
by mounting the elements on a vertical rotating mast 
and measuring the phase of the received signal at a 
distant antenna. The center of rotation of the element 
was adjusted so that the phase variation over a 60• 
sector in the direction of the element beam was mini-
mum. It was relatively easy to find fairly well defined 
phase centers for all the elements tested. Figure 8 
gives the distance, d, in wavelengths from the vertex 
to the phase center for the various values of a and r . 
It will be noticed that d is essentially independent of r 
and, as would be expected, quite dependent upon a. . 
Before these measurements were performed it was 
estimated that the phase center would fall at a point on 
the structure near a half wavelength long transverse 
wire. If we let g represent the distance to the vertex 
from a half wavelength wire, then the ratio 1( = d/g is 
a measure of the proximity of the phase center to the 
halfwave wire. From the values given on figure 8 it is 
seen that e increases as a increases, but that the 
phase center falls considerably short of the halfwave 
wire. On the other hand it was found that for a struc-























For one of the structures the phase center position 
was measured over a period of frequency as shown in 
figure 9. Since d is proportional to the wavelength 
within the accuracy of the measuring equipment, this 
implies that the phase center does not shift when a 
logarithmically periodic element is expanded or 
contracted. 
A basic characteristic of logarithmically periodic 
antennas is the phase . rotation phenomenon. It has 
been verified experimentally that if the phase of the 
electric field received at a distant dipole (see figure 
10a) is measured relative to the phase of the current 
at the feed point of the structure, the phase of the 
received signal will be delayed 360' as the structure 
is expanded through a period. In figure 10a the dis-
tance to an element is given by KRn. The expansion of 
the structure through a period is accomplished by letting 
IC increase from one to 1/7 . During this expansion all 
lengthi involved in the structure are multiplied by K. 
In figure 10b the phase delay in radians is plotted versus 
the logarithm of K. The ideal phase variation is given 
by the solid straight line. Measurements have indicated 
that the actual phase variation is something like the 
'dashed line. The approximate measurements made to 
date Indicate that the deviation of the dashed line from 
the straight line is not more than 20'. The relation 
between -Ya and gia is given by 
7n 
Kn 	27, 
Fortunately the phase center and the patterns are inde-
pendent of the expansion or contraction of a logarith-
mically periodic element provided that a and T are 
not changed. 
The ini.)rrnation given above is sufficient for pre-
dicting the pattern of an array of similar endfire ele-
ments. The only difference between the elements is 
the scale tactor K. The method could be generalized to 
Include arrays of elements with different a 's and 
po ssibly T I S. (In order for the array to maintain its 
periodicity using different r's, T 1 = T±n n an integer.) 
However, if different as are used it would be necessary 
to obtain more information on the phase of the radiation 
from an individual element. Thephase center gives only 
the renter of the phase front. It would also be necessary 
to determine the relative phase of the radiated field 
compared to the feed point current. 
SIAZVIIHMER 
In designing an array, a judicious choice of the 
parameters N, a', r , and S n should be made so as 
to achieve a minimum amount of space and material and 
number of elements. Although the design method is "cut 
and try" a rough approximation to an optimum design 
may be obtained by the following procedure. apsit44- 
aperture D, may to aalculated from 
D 40 
B.W. 
	 (3)  
where B. W . is the.half-power beamwidth in degrees. 
The number 40 instead of 50 (which is for a uniform 
aperture) is used because the endfire directivity of the 
elements tends to enhance the effective aperture. The 
distance between the phase centers of the two outer 
elements must be approximately D. Results indicate 
that a reasonable maximum spacing between the phase 
centers of adjacent elements is 0.7 wavelengths. Thus 
the number of elements may be determined approxi-
mately from 
D 	57.1 N - 1 w c7,7K = B. w. 
The maximum value of the angle SN S1, which 
defines the sector occupied by the array depends on 
the beamwidth of the element pattern. U & N - 61 is 
greater than the element beamwidth, then elements 1 
and N will contribute little to the formation of the main 
beam. An examination of figure 7 indicates that reason-
able maximum values of 8N - S 1 are 60' for an E-
plane and 80' for an H-plane array. If low first side 
lobes are desired values somewhat smaller than the 
maximum should be chosen. The distance d to the 
phase center is equal to 
91)  
T. 2 sin (cis—A) 03. w sin O N • 	k 
.140 




In this expression K X/4 is the half length of a trans-
verse wire placed a distance d from the origin. Sub-
stituting from (3) and (5) the final result is 
a = 2 tan-1 	(B. W. ) 	sin (c-C-LI (-111 	(7 ) 
80 
Unfortunately, K is an unknown (at this time) function of 
a so that an explicit solution for a is not possible. 
However, the values given in figure 8 serve as a guide 
in choosing x 
The parameter r should be made as small as 
possible without causing element pattern breakup so as 
to conserve material. An approximate lower limit on 
7 can be set as follows. Let p be the ratio of the 
spacing between adjacent wires to the length of the 
longer wire. Simple trigonometry may be used to 
establish that 
1- 1w  
P - 	a 	 (8) 2 tan — 2 
Experimental results indicate that P should not be 
greater than approximately 0.4 in order to prevent 
element pattern breakup. However the maximum value 





should be set equal to 
2 = r 1 - 0.8 tan 71 
TABLE I 




(B. W . ) sin P ,.2_,12 
"  
• = .885 
• . 65 (assumed) 
a = 9.5' 
d = 1.95 k (assumed) 
N 6 
ftmax = 36 " 
1 
Since An and ( 	- cle u ..1) are usually made inde- 
pendent of n, the remaining parameter to determine is 
Ku If high gain and a beam direction of 175o are 
desired, then Ku is chosen so that [ Ad cos ( < - an) -~ n has the same value for all n. Equation (2) gives 
the relation between Kn and Y u . For shaped beams 
Y u and hence Ku would be determined on a "cut and 
try" basis. 
After the approximate synthesis given above the 
array pattern may be calculated by the method of section 
2.1 using the results given in section 2.2. If the pattern 
is considerably different than desired, appropriate 
changes must be made. 
2.4 Experimental Results 
2. 4. 1 Array Patterns  
Experimental results have been obtained for arrays 
with 2, 4, and 6 elements. All except one array used 
identical elements, i.e. 7 
n 
was the same for each ele-
ment of the array. 
Good correlation has been obtained between predicted 
and measured patterns for the 6 element phased array 
shown In figure 2. Table one lists the design parameters 
of this array and the values of f(i) used in the calcu-
lation. The predicted and measured patterns are shown 
in figure 11. It will be noticed that the beam width of 
the measured pattern is approximately 10% greater than 
that predicted. In addition a somewhat higher side lobe 
level and null filling is apparent in the measured 
patterns. It is felt that the difference in beam width is 
caused by the mutual effects between elements of the 
array which was neglected in the calculation and by an 
error in the position of the phase center which was not 
measured for this particular antenna. The side lobe 
level and null filling can be attributed to inaccuracies 
in construction which have been found to materially 
effect the behavior of the minor characteristics of the 
pattern. The beam width variation over a period was 
18' - 21' in the H plane and 45' - 53' in the E plane. 
The directivity, as estimated from the beam widths, 
ranged between 15.8 and 17 db over that of an isotropic 
radiator. 
Figure 12 illustrates the measured and predicted 
beam widths for two element coplanar arrays as a 
function of ; for three values of a . The vertical 
dashed lines indicate the variation of beam width over 
a period of frequency. In all cases the measured beam 
width was less than that predicted from single element 
pattern and phase center data and the difference is 
generally less as 	increases. This leads one to sus- 
pect that these differences are again caused by the 
mutual effects between elements. At that the measured 
beam widths were always within 14% of that predicted. 
The elements from which this data was taken were made 
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1 48.1' -184' 
2 66.4' - 80' 
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4 97.7' 0' 
5 113.6' - 80' 
6 	' 131.9' -184' 
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of . 08" diameter wire with the boom consisting of 1/8" 
o. d. rigid brass tubing. 
The patterns of figure 13 are an example of to 
what degree true frequency-independent operation can 
be approached. The E-plane beam widths of this two-
element coplanar array are between 39' and 40' over 
a period of frequency while the H-plane beam widths 
are between 66' and 78'. The directivity as estimated 
from the beam widths is between 11 and 12 db over 
isotropic. 
It will be noticed from figures 6 and 13 that the 
single-element patterns exhibited rather large side 
lobes whereas the coplanar arrangement has very 
small side lobes. The side lobes for the individual 
element are caused by radiation from the front portion 
of the boom or center element. When the two elements 
are placed together the currents on the two booms are 
out of phase which tends to cancel this radiation. 
Figure 14 gives data on the beam width and spread 
of beam widths over a period as a function of a, r and 
for all two-element coplanar arrays measured. The 
general behavior is as would be expected. As 	is 
increased the E plane beam width decreases and the . 
side lobes become larger and as C becomes small the 
variation of E plane beam width over a period increases 
indicating mutual effects. 
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Two element arrays of the above type can be usedas 
basic elements in H plane arrays. Figures 15, 16 and 17 
illustrate such arrays of identical coplanar elements. 
Figure 15 shows typical E and H plane patterns of a four 
element array. The E and H plane beam widths were be-
tween 33' - 37' and 41' -47'respectively and the estimated 
directivity was 13.7 db -14.8 db over an isotropic rad-
iator. 	- 
The H plane beam widths of a six element array of 
identical elements are shown in figure 16. These widths 
varied between 31' and 34'over a period. The difference 
in the phaie of the field emanating from the center two 
elements and the outside elements in the direction of the 
main beam is, in this case, less than 30'. Consequently, 
very little is lost by not phasing the outside elements 
with respect to the center element. It is apparent, how-
ever , that for arrays that have quite a few long elements 
the resultant pattern will be degraded if phased elements 
are not employed. 
Figure 17 illustrates a multi-element array whose 
pattern is electrically steerable over an azimuthal angle 
of about 140'. In this scheme identical elements are 
equally spaced and cover close to 180°. Two, four, six, 
etc'. adjacent elements are fed at a time in the manner 
of figures 13, 15 or 16 and the rest of the elements are 
terminated in their characteristic impedance. The 
elements that are chosen to be fed determine the beam 
direction and by switching feeds and terminations the 
beam can be steered in azimuth. The patterns shown 
are the result of feeding six elements. The H plane 
beam width of this particular arrangement varied between 
29. 5' - 34° over a period of frequency. It was found that 
the manner in which the parasitic elements were termi-
nae.d had a marked effect on the degree of change in 
the patterns over a period. Only when terminated in 
their characteristic Impedance was the influence of the 
parasites limited enough to give satisfactory patterns. 
The antennas of figi,res 11, 13, 15 & 16 were constructed 
from .05" alo ► meter wire and their booms consisted of 
RG-156/U miniature coaxial cable. 
2.4. 2 Ai.: Ay Impedance  
The impedance behavior of log periodic antennas 
can be de.crtbed by a characteristic impedance and a 
maximum standing wave ratio with respect to that 
characteristic impedance. This characteristic impe-
dance is a function of the element parameters and the 
number and orientation of elements in the array. The 
maximum standing wave ratio is primarily a function 
of the angles between elements and in arrays of more 
than two elements, the manner of feed and the orienta-
tion of elements within the array. 
The two antennas of figure 1 will serve to illustrate 
the effect of element orientation on characteristic 
impedance. If all elements of figure 1 are identical, 
the coplanar structure of figure lb will have the higher 
characteristic impedance. In both cases as the angle 
between elements decreases the characteristic impe-
dance decreases. Because of mutual effects the SWR 
increases as q, and decrease. Typical figures for 
the two element type array are Z o = 150 i2 SWR = 1. 5:1 
for the type of la and Zo = 180 fI , SWR I 1.7:1 for the 
type of lb. Because element pairs of a multielement 
array are fed in parallel. adding elements reduces the 
characteristic impedance. 
In arrays of more than two elements, if half the 
elements are rotated about their (the element) axis by  
180' and are fed out of phase from the previous arrange-
ment the currents on the transverse elements and hence 
the radiation patterns, remain unchanged. When this is 
done the wires running radially at the ends of the trans-
verse wires are reoriented with respect to the same 
wires on the adjacent element. This reorientation effects 
a reduction of mutual effects and hence a reduction of 
SWR. For example, in figure lb when one of the ele-
ments is rotated about its axis the radial wires are no 
longer adjacent to the identical radial wires of the other 
element. 
In the case of one four element array the SWR was 
reduced from 3:1 to less than 1.5:1. Generally it can 
be said that for all arrays of endfire elements the 
standing wave ratio with respect to the Z o of the array 
will be under 2:1 provided that phase centers are not too 
close and the elements are properly oriented. 
Broadside Element Arrays 
It is apparent from the previous sections that small 
a. and relatively large r values are required for high 
gain endfire element arrays. This is undesirable since 
it means that the array occupies a large area and re-
quires considerable material. For example, with 
a. = 14% and -r = .83, the element is approximately two 
wavelengths long at the low frequency limit and thirty 
transverse wires are required to cover a ten to one fre-
quency range. It would be much more economical if a; 
planar array of broadside logarithmically periodic ele' 
meats such as pictured in figure 18 could be used to 
achieve high gain. Again, the relative element positions 
are described by angles rather than distances. The 
direction of the beam is normal to the plane of the array. 
It would be relatively simple to design a broadside 
array with a bidirectional beaba. However, since most 
applications call for a unidirectional beam, there exists 
the need for unidirectional broadside elements. A 
reflecting sheet or wire screen could possibly be used. 
Regardless of whether a reflecting screen could be made 
to work satisfactorily, a more feasible solution has been 
obtained by arraying four log periodic elements as shown 
in figure 19. Even though the four individual elements 
are endfire in nature, they can be arranged to produce a 
unidirectional broadside beam. A side view of the four 
elements is shown schematically in figure 20. The two 
left and right elements form arrays 1 and 2 respectively. 
The angle between the two top elements is 1/./ . Now, for 
small ti; angles, the radiation patterns in the plane of 
the paper for arrays 1 and 2 will be bidirectional and 
nearly identical. The effective centers of the arrays are 
shown in the sketch. If the phase of the radiation from 
array 2 can be delayed an amount equal to 180' minus 
the electrical separation between the effective centers, 
then the fields will cancel to the left but add to the right. 
Thus a unidirectional beam, as illustrated by the pattern 
multiplication in figure 20, will be formed. 
• 	The proper phasing can be accomplished by scaling 
either array 1 or 2 by the factor K as described pre-
viously. The distance between the effective centers 
is controlled by the angle kp. The optimum values of 4, 
and K for the structure shown In figure 19 were arrived 
at experimentally. These values and the corresponding 
E-plane radiation patterns are shown in figure 21. The 
beamwidths are on the order of 65' and the side lobe 
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level is approximately 10 db. Recent results for a 
similar structure but with T 	.707 have demonstrated 
even better side lobe and frequency independent charac-
teristics. Time has not permitted the investigation of 
arrays of broadside elements similar to that shown in 
figure 19. However, no major problems in accomplish-
ing this are foreseen. 
Conclusion 
The foregoing has demonstrated the feasibility of 
constructing high gain arrays whose properties are 
essentially independent of frequency. Such arrays should 
prove useful in communication, direction finding, search. 
and countermeasures systems, or any application that 
requires pattern control over a wide range of frequencies. 
When an array like that of figure 2 is placed above ground 
with its vertex on the ground the distance from ground to 
the array phase center measured in wavelengths will be 
independent of frequency. Consequently the radiation  
pattern, including the vertical plane pattern, will be 
essentially independent of frequency provided that the 
ground reflection coefficient changes little with fre-
quency. The elevation angle of the main lobe may be 
controlled by the angle with which the array is oriented 
with respect to ground. This type of antenna would be 
ideal for point to point 13-f communication nets where the 
operating frequency is determined by varying propaga-
tion conditions. 
Since broadside arrays appear to hold pronlise of 
providing a more economical method of producing direc-
tivity, further efforts in this direction are warranted. 
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Fig. 14 a . Half-power beam width vs. for two-element coplanar 
	
Fig. 14 b . Half-power beam width vs. 4' for two-element coplanar 
arrays: a = 14.24 degrees. 	 arrays: a = 18.7 degrees. 
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RADIATION PATTERNS OF A FOUR ELEMENT 
ARRAY OF IDENTICAL ELEMENTS 
• 










Fig. 14 c . Half-power beam width vs. t for two-element coplanar 
arrays: a = 24 degrees. Fig. 15 • 
Pim 5 
Fig. 17. 
Fig. 19. Unidirectional broadside array. 
Fig. 16. 
Fig. 18. 
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RADIATION PATTERNS OF A SIX ELEMENT 
ARRAY OF IDENTICAL ELEMENTS 
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M 
APPROXIMATE ELEMENT GROUP 
PATTERN OF ARRAYS PATTERN 
I AND 2. 	OF I AND 2. 
APPROXIMATE SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION FOR 
UNIDIRECTIONAL BROADSIDE ARRAY 
Fig. 20. 
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PATTERNS OF UNIDIRECTIONAL BROADSIDE ARRAY 
Fig. 21. 
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Arleigh Burke (DDG 51) class Ships and Weapons: Arleigh Burke 
Illeletc Tee Mope SWIM 	 .10 poorly ratan 
1.• posIw Caretrereen ter MAN 
beam InCeraorafed leo 	rep loch al than of the 
Ilea floret at comprises 	MINN de.. Mean 
mm dellhOyen one 	 IclomMo. brie. wIth 
019.1.. consIncled In Ito 	...Don. In loot the 
19801 end IWO. Is 	wtormlic 510/54 us as 
ob.rea huh thae dewing 	9m1 hoattry capable and 
Mother lash. cMerty 	hr a 14c9e magame 
Mown Is the unClueste0 	beim dates. *NW re 
harder. which Web Ion.. NM 41 Naftali 
uninfterned CMcs 10 	Launch Syterarn Th.a ONO 
condors that US View 	NM 29 read. 
/NW. &A. it$00 Pi) 2 	a s 	• 	1 1 Origin) USA 
Type( Destroyer (DDC) 
Relit 1984- 
Chew 1 building: 28 to be ordered 
reeplecemeob 8.400 tons lull Iced 
Dieseeeleam Length •6611 
(142.1m) oa Seam 8011119.3m); 
draught 30f1(9.10) over eonerdoem 
Prepviegm: 2-.heft pa turbinate 
General Electric LM2500). 
60.000ehe 
Perfamences Speed 30+ knots; 
ranee 5.000mo at 20 knots 
Weeper: SSIM: 2 x • Harpoon 
launches: 56 Toei•Miwk 
SAM: Yertically-launched 
Slandered SM-2 (MR) 
Cone 1 51e15• Mk •5: 2 MMus 
Phalanx Mk 15 CIWS 
ASW lemmata.  A. = 2 si 3 Mk 
32 torpedo tubes 
Vertical launch Syelem 2 Mb •1 
firemen: Rader SPY-1D (Aegis) 
muln-purpoge phoned army: 
SPS,671 VI surface match; Mk 99 (2 
SPG-02 radar) mteelle Bre costrol 
eyes= 
Sonar. SQ5-52C:S01-19 (TACIAS) 
towed array 
CamplemeMt X91 
Senkpreemth The Arleigh Mirka 
IUDG 51) class le Mended to 
replica the Adama and Comte 
clam gulded-mIsalle destroyare. 
which have been in service since 
the early 1000e. The Watery 
tension of the DOC Si clam will be 
antleir warfare. ler which they 
will be filled with the SPY-1D 
Yoshio of the Male eystsen. and 
they will elm hays Mendicant 
mannerisms and antesuMnarine 
The flat of clam le dandy 
under constructIon al the Bath 
Iron Work.. In Maine. and le due to 
be oommlealaned Is October 1009. 
Another two ship wth ha requested 
from Coors's in IfY117, followed 
by firs ship. annually M FY88. 
FYIle. and FY90. with • further 11 
to follow . 
Following Ih. dhiestrees flre Of 
the Milianap (CV ZS). the mely 
. term 5i o beamed will been the 
lunarels. the reel of the ships helm, 
constructed of steel. In addition. Is 
oomagemitue of the Revel Navy'. 
experience In lb. South Atlantic 
War of 11112. armoured protection 
se to be reintroduced. with some 70 
tone (71.000140 ol Kotler armour 
Wino laceepersisel In the einimme 
to peeled vital spaces. 
Ths early Map. of the clam mil 
Ix powered by the proven Gemmel 
Electric lid 2500 gas turbines. bell 
wpertmenis sn mettinunel with 
the Rankin Closed Cycle Energy 
Recoorry (RACER) smile.. 111 
which heat from the exhaust gesso 
Is used to create sheen which 
drives another turbine. Thle le 
estimated to add another tethOgra 
to the ship. range. The Nano. le 
to be misled In a Military 
rewound vernal IIAe Admiral 
William Callaghan). end If commie 
fel could ha Inalelled 1n ihe ninth 
@hip of I Se Arleigh Burks chive 
(DOG 59). 
Une of Ihe more controversial 
mitects of the Wiles' design le that 
they walnut hove h  
Loft Pm early snare Imprniden el 
ihe Arieigh Mahe, which maleness 
Intermitee oemperhoe will. the 
"endued feria of the ship Alma 
above. Tito changes by Mealier earl 
end Me Ineenxerallaw of the eller 
tunnel tote • greedy teemed 
euperctructere ere mperlelly 
imieworthy. Seth Hee Mensal end 
currant dasitnee. however. Mai 
helicopter homier fealties, which 
will he mollified in the lellew-en 
Improved Ariellb Burka clam. 
mid be able to refuel and rearm 
helical:seers. This deciMon wits 
Steeled with SCOW Incredulity at 
find. It will certainly Impose 
liontabone as *Ingle ehtp deploy-
slants end le obviously now 
'wetted. se II ha. already Wee 
announced that the Improved 
Arlaigh Burka ohms will have 
hanger lactIlliels. 
Them ham been mach Meth la 
canoe. Western naval design 
bureaux of the possible edvanlages 
of • shorter. homier hull. The US 
Navy appears to be following this 
trend with the Arleigh Burke*. 
which have • besortolongth ratio 
of 1:7.9 compared to 1:10.2 for the 
Sentence clean. Them chortler. 
beguiler designs ere claimed to 
confer baler wee-kesplog qualms. 
as well as Improved menouvrability 
end nom usable eiem. 
Feciams II bee already bees decided 
that only 29 ships will be bunt to 
the °Helmet DOG 51 &sloe There 
will thee be • follow-on class of 
31 ships to be built lose Unproved 
&oleo with batter machinery and 
ethetemuca In eddilthe, proper 
helicopter facilities will be Instal-
led, ledicatIng that the declaim 
itht 10 lit a hamper IN now cassidend 
to bows been .n error. 
0 0 A 
Mow owlalt 0. Mk 41 
96.14.11.2..d. gyre . 
i1rt.91 &scowled...on 
IPandrd SPA-20aR) SAM, 
ASROC AS... Too. 
%NM SLCM 004100 
wt.. lobes T. 01.5 
Ammon. commie= • 
rm.., 01 010;0 metealea 
each twrat mph. merle. In 
cenisiers. end one WM. 
00.0 maw* nous., h. 
mholles In Ms ArNie 
&NH MO Ion*. 
Raw.. how. 29 
Melly 1 1.ed the doer 
1708051osellee 
Wows. 
A 81,v,15 1.18 Mal 
00.L0.900. gun 11,1) 
▪ Mk 41 Mod 0 320.0 
venew 1.1110h 
Symern 1VL 3) ter 
Serearci me-7 1ral 
SAM. Tom... 9301 
•nd Ara AS. 
rnleknee 
C Me IS 20me Clime 
Mulan• CIWII (1•ll 
D Hog.. 5II11I2o. 
▪ Mk 32 12 79In ASW 
foroMo tubes 12031 
F 1,94411.10606A<MI 
Mr.. Launch 




1 SOS-53C Meemeuneed 
LF 00.W 




4 SPG -02 IlluemnOlor 
I...0 AAA melee) 
log Mk 99 FM• Correa 
engem 
SP9-07 .01•08 =MVP 
roes 
e 5PN-26 twee miry ,* 
7 SPG-42 mounmor 
5PO-82 nomirimor 
• 500•19 best array 
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Oliver Hazard Perry (FFG 7) class 	 Ships and Weapons: Oliver Hazard Perry 
OrIshu USA 
Type: Frig.le (FFG) 
alit: 1975- 
Glow (US Navy) 42 In redo.: 9 
building: 1 en order 
(Royal Australian Navy) 4 In 
service 2 building 
(Royal Spenlah Navy) I In manioc 
4 building 
Dieracareers 2.750 Ii.. light: 
3.005 tons full load 
Dimmtelmet Length 445f1 
(135.9m) on: beam 45I1 (13.7m); 
dimmer 14.1111 (4.5m) keel. 24 .E 11 
 (7.5w) sonar 
PTIPM616.11 1-shaft gas turbine 
(2 General Electric LM2500), 
40.000•hp 
Perlerearicer Speed 29 knots 
range 4,500am at 20 knoll 
Weeper: Mlaaller 1 Mk 13 
Immolator for Harpoon SSM (4 
carried) and Standard SAM (36 
carried) 
Guna: 1 310 34k 75: 1 20sem 
Phalanx CIWS 
Torpedo tubes: 2 x 3 Mk 32 
Aircraft: 2 LAMPS helicopters 
Serer= Radar SPS-49 kmarange 
seerch. SPS-S5 search and 
nevigation; STIR (wort led SPG-IAP) 
w non contrn) 
Sonar. SQS-50 hul mounted; 9QR-
19 TACTAS towed army (US Navy 
FPG 36-43, 45-60). 
Greplemear 165 
Necks:reser The Okra Huard 
Perry (PPG 7) clue originated r 
IM Patrol Frigate proweeram, 
which welt to conettrie the 
cheaper cos:rosier of ■ high/low 
technology mix. providing large 
numbers el escorts with reduced 
rapebillikm and ownwpondlosly 
reduced price. Theme wry Weeded 
to balance the very expenehe 
epecialked ASW sad AAW ships. 
whose primary minion wee io 
protect carriers. and atricl 
halos. ware pieced on cw t. 
displacement and manpower. 
The PPG 7s have bean bur 10 
small yards utilidng simple con 
etructioa nschniquea making 
nuorema we of ht penal. lied 
bulkheeda and ensuring Mel 
Interoal paregeway• are kepi 
as etraght as possible. In odditiea 
the hull structure is prefabricated 
In modukr of vermin, air (95, 100. 
WO or 400 tons). to parer ship 
garde to select the most converter 
aloe ler Orr caperIlltea. 
A. with the US Navy's previous 
Mere classes. the Perrys have 
only one screw. but this use of gas 
turbine. means that engine-mom 
layout In much more compact. TM 
pm turbines Sr. of the roe model 
used In lb. Spruance class. sad 
are located side by aide in • free 
engine room. An unusual feature le 
that Iwo =an retractable pro-
pulsion pods are now all as 
of the loner dome lo provkle 
munermocy power and to give 
esteem In docking: each beam 
325hp engine. sod the two In 
combination can propel the Whip at 
• speed of scone 10 boots. 
The armament is Mr-deform 
orientated. Including • Mk 13 
launcher forwerd for Standard 
(MR) SAM. and Harpoon ASMs. 
and an (71O-Meler• 7iimm(US Navy 
Mk 75) gun on lop of the 
asperstructuro Aaron le not fitted. 
but there Is ■ large hangar alt (or 
the two LAMPS helicopters. 
Sterting with USS Underwood 
(FFG 36). Ihs Rapid Haul Down and 
Treversing Swirl (RAST) le being 
Metalled. neceritsiing me 
(2.4w) increses ts overall kmgth. 
This Is being =blared by angling' 
out the •Id9a transom to 
'onrush...161y 45°. and without 
increasing the waterline length. 
PAST TACTAS and LAMPS III 
support feclUiles Ere being Installed 
In all new-build erns from PPG 36 
onward. RAST end LAMPS III 
support 'wallies will not. al lead 
for the lime being. be retrofitted 
Into the earlier ship (PPG 7.9-10 
and 19-34). which vrill matinee to 
operate LAMPS I (PPG S wee used 
ea the prototype for the LAMPS III 
conversion). 
Tits SQS-SS ewer. hull-mounted 
Maids • rubber dome. a • new 
type. much leas sophisticated than 
the SQS.M. 11 ems planned, 
however. that the PPG 7 clue 
Master would operate In cowpony 
w9h other friseta• equipped with 
the SQS-26 and would receive 
ergot loloserellon (mm sensors on 
board those ships Me data Irks. 
The soccer of the design can be 
gauged from the large somber 
being built for the US Navy and 
the fact that It has also been 
ordered by the Royal Australia's 
and Royal Spanish Nara, The 
former has elmedy tallest delivery 
of four built M the USA. with 
another two ordered for crestrue 
Ilea In Australia while the latter 
took delivery of Rs float two FTC 7 
Maras In 1996. when It had s 
further Hues an order.. 
rt. FFG 7 bee base 
Wired to accommodate only 
(hoes syetam• amdeaged In the 
near future. includina the SH-110 
LAMPS SQR-19 lowed tactical 
array lin .1.01 an. Link 11 data 
Imnsfer relent and Phalanx 
CIWS. Once theme have been 
insielied. however. there remora 
only e further 50-too margin for 
additional equipment. 
Forty-two of the clam are 
currently In •ervice with the US 
Navy. with • further nine betiding 
and another one on order. to com-
plete the eillsorised tort of 52. 
The Royal Australian Navy has 
ordered two to be built to • rightly 
t'A td  
modified reign In Australia (tn 
addition to lour bulk in the US): 
these will be completed le 1991 
and 1993. Five are being built at 
Ferrol by Bann for the Nord 
Spenish Navy. The first was 
commissioned In 19611 and the 
remainder will loin the fleet 
between late 1966 and 1990. 
119115 The 010449/9 
e lentlard Ste-1 
nemile Ism • woe of 
211mn lee 311110 and mob 
115.00•0411 homing The 
IFF0 7 Ingalee  no. Mitrry 
204- 1(M01) 91mi 0 
maser wen rear 
concrier end nomerkle 
miler eM 3• am Mood le 
• Oidowsleck inept/no 
The SAI-1 MAIM Ned 
Iron • eingiosem Mk IS 
Munches Medi is also 
mile ot Ilring Hermon 
stehersie rremles tour 
are tooled In Pe WM 
510114.01 The Ma ur2 
Mod 4 worn oonecarrm 
MD 01 both me SA144 Ind 
the 71Inen Mk 70 duM-
Wigan goo ming • 
STIR antenna mid • LOS-
bullt MBA WM-211 WINE 
Brew: USS Robert 6 Bradley 
WIC 49) aerobes bar Might deck. 
lathe hangers. Veicamiliseres 
CIWS and SPG-On STIR rev h sad 
trecldne radar. These ships have 
good protection molar 
fregmerethe and merger threw. 
lectern, hr 11.9ces) 
Kris, ever vital co...hemmers. 
NNW USS Canner 
1770 37) The /KM 
Oorrike 0.10,1 of IM 
mmostructure Is Oen 
from IM drawing. this 
roc al Iemil in owl. 
intended wo nodose 
conahrocl ion amt. but 
Mc giver comidorild• 
Inwood volume . 
Mimic Stionky Sh1909 MOccoler MG 0 Me 	ems The SHOOP tarn. 
lamiem• LAMPS III ASW then Wool end FF0 Se 20 mninsuove md two 
horror 01 which Me omords Moe the longer 	Mark re A.Sor smodoelk 
um be earned to the 	Worn mblirers and 	end is snooped loth 
• FFO 7  dom fridmm .tear wirstorre mourred for ASC•of 662 mop... op 
MG 7 to FPO 36 gem 	LAMPS III, Mole Me 	AL0-42 ESM rwiwo. Pd 
FIG IN do not Moe Ihe 	Recovers Areolence. Gomm OMIIWO 
• he LAMPS 111 	Swoog and naMnMg 	recanted back to Ihe 
Mod Om mein the prom 1RAST I ammo we Me be contriniwg woo ris a 
S14-21' tionaorM LAMPS I kilos to rP3 TO and IMO 	met-trne downlink 
Illeseem 	 E SL0-32062 kW Mame 
A Mk 13 rd Merspoortn 	gremne•12r I) 
nunceerlor Holman • Me 92 Mod 2 Proosrend 
5.942 mestere:m 	armor 
SM-118115AM 4 SPS-MIongwommtr 
• Mk 32 12 75.41A8PN 	 .Wald' Ads, 
LAM: OW snood A8W 	mood° lubm12•31 I SP5-6, wrist. llama, 
~al Rare. mefm C OTO soder. Mk 75 	mo "Menlo. me" 
• IMMO, Wed from Me 	Minisserelsmosergen 	a OM-25Tc. 811.1110 
MON Ms 32 Isenthere 	II Mk IS tenon Mk. 	T SACI-OOSTin much 
MO M borers an Mont). CIWS (P5047 MOIrmikire mew 
9479910 Wing reread 	crewel 	 5011,11TACTA99 
* Mad 5 rrEAPTIP MGM • IMpooky1944109 gee 	ararreocar army 
Tom Moromment 	 Nose LAMPS NI AVM IPP0-36 Pr 0-43And 




Nose 10106 Meg 
PUr13000 pUri 
II Amor Leuncem 
C Mk 13 20/we vales/ 
Phmete CMS I let 1 
D Par000n SMA 
ktorschn 12aa1 
MI 20n.rn Yukon/ 
Parrot CIWS I Int I 
11 Kamm SM-211 
 Swots LAMPS II 
0 Mk 72 12 73m ASW 
womb fubae 12.31 
14 Mk 2g tipmermr for 
NATO Sae Somme 
SAM of MI 
J 3io/54 Mk 41 dal- 
women gam tk tl 
ram ame 
M1/54 Mk Mem& 
ounme•ormil 
• Mk 2elauzzehio fie 
SMirviled SM I 114911 
SAM 1+.71 
C Mit ,3CIVISII01 
o Mazi000SSM 
Muncie 12141 
I Mk t3CPMSIIMI 
P Solmaky SIMMS OM 
Mask LAMPS III 
O Mk 32 12 75. AVM 
tomegolkibm12131 
el Mk 20 launcrw lof 
Stendmi SM-1 
mdAroc11.21 
.1 311/54 Mk 43 
Mil ted  
Spruance (DO 963) class Jonelr uou 	 ..opt 
11•14,0 USS 'memo 	msnn IOW* 10 hlivIr 	 olo•y of rinomla. aing• 
ID MO) The mina *Met • 0.0.0n 	 Moloon. ewe. 
tooted ni RIO ONE 	 1100.10teed Mon mom 
uncltatered decks of RIO to d... *Mot 	 no Smite MM.. neat 
SeruNICOC111811 comkelon T eIaddN 	Maw Lod goyim az lansi 
deatoMMV con sal t Oral Me Sonemcfm Met 	antenna TM Somme. 
Pawn Mfg SoMf 00014 	a good Imlical am 01 	Meg tom mastamil C. 
Mom mazy inch of dock Yeervm ayntomn edit waders 
Ortahn USA 
Type: Destroyer (DOG) 
Built( 1972-1903 
Claw 31 Spruanos pine 4 Kidd 
clam In service 
Maisie. eel, 5.770 lone light: 
7.1110 tone full had 
Olmanalenat Length 503.211 
(171.7m) oat beam 58. lf I 110.0m); 
draught 2911 01.8m) manor. 1911 
(5. am) keel 
Prepakimu 2-shaft g. turbine (4 
General Electric LM25001. 
80.006shp 
hemmed: Speed 39 knots: 
range 8.000mn at 20 knole 
Weapons: SSM: 2 x 4 Harpoon 
leunchere 
SAM: I NATO Sea Sparrow Mk 20 
launcher 
Gone: 3 • 1 5111/54 Mk 45: 2 20mm 
Phalanx Mk 15 CIWS 
ASW weapons: 1 &tuba Amon 
launcher 124 rounds); 2 x 3 Mk 32 
torpedo tube. (14 torpedoes) 
Almnefl: I SH-3 Sea King or two 
SH.2D LAMPS 11 helicopters 
Sensors: Radar SPS-55 and SPS40 
search ISPS-49(V) In DD 9971: 
SPG-00 and SPQ-9A fire control 
Senor: SQS-53 or SQS 53C 
hull.mounted; SQ0.19 TACTAS 
lowed errs, 
Complement: 290 
Ileckgramed: One of ememl post-
war deepen to emus. coundersble 
controversy, i•pecially In the US 
Congress. the Spmanos clime was 
deaigned to replace the war-built 
destroyers of the Georgie and 
Sumner claws. which. &melte 
modernization progremmee, wars 
nearing the end of their useful 
lives by the early 1870e. The 
Spruancem apitorelre the US Navy's 
deign philosophy of the 1970s. 
with their large hulls end block 
truperetructuresmextml•Mg internal 
volume. They would he fitted with 
machinery that was esey to 
maintain or replace and equipped 
with high-technology weapon 
eyelems that could bs added to or 
updated by modular replacement 
at • later dale. 
The object was to minimize 
platform coats In favour of greater 
expenditure en the weapon systems 
payload in order to ensure that the 
ships would remain In the front-line 
Ihrounhout their 30-year life 
expectancy. In • further attempt to 
minimtle platform costs the entire 
clam wan ordered from ■ innate 
builder (Mont Ingalls). which 
!needled heavily In • motor 
production facility at Pascagoula. 
acing advanced modular construc-
tion techniques. 
The only idelble weapon mammy 
aboard the Spruancen are Iwo 
renal. 5In MI/ 45 lightweight gun 
mountings and .n Asroc box 
launcher forwent of the bridge. In 
new of the nice and cost of the 
ships thie calmed en tmmediele 
nubile outcry. The advenced ASW 
1:enabling,. of the 'hips ere. 
however, largely hidden within the 
hull and the bulky immindructure. 
The Aaron puncher. Inc exempla. 
hen a magezine henneth it contetn-
Inc no fewer then 24 ruined,. while 
the hone hangar lo port of the slier 
funnel uplakee can ar.rommodate 
Iwo LAMPS II hellcopinre and two 
eliding doom on either side of the 
superstructure conceal triple Mg 
32 torpedo tub. and torpedo 
hendling rooms. 
01 even greeter eignIftrenort are 
the Advanced cubmerine detection 
feeturee of the clime. The S(S-53C 
bow metier can operate in ■ variety 
of active end pantie. modes, 
Including direct path. bottom-
bounm, end conventence zone. 
Tine eyetom hoe proved on euc-
roomful that the SQ5-35 YDS 
Initially scheduled will not now 
be fitted. 
The ell-gris turbine propulsion 
!cram. with pelted Cenral Electric 
LAl2500 gas turbine nn echelon. 
was relented primarily for tie nem 
of maintenance and low manning 
requirements. CAN turbtne• also 
have eigntfIcani advantages in 
reducing underwater noise emission 
and the Sentences are therefore 
capable of near-silent ASW 
operation.. 
The Sentences are fitted with 
the lateen computerized data 
system in well destined Combat 
Information Centres. They aim 
have the moot up-lo-date digital 
fire control epitome In the Mk NI 
Gun Fire Control System and the 
Mk 101 underwater emitem. 
Besides the weapon eyelet. 
filled on completion. the shtps of 
the Spruance clans were deregned 
to accept a variety of other systems 
than •I the denten steely All ships 
have now received the Sea 
Simmer Improved Point Defence 
System (IPDMS) sod Harpoon , 
anti-ship missiles loft of the 
forwent funnel). and three 
WhMkeY-3 (WSC-3) wlelllle 
communications transceiver. and 
SLQ-32(V)2 ECM 
systems have elan been fitted. 
The Inherent flextbiltty of the 
Sore/ince design Is such thel II has 
formed the bash for the new 
Ticonderoga clime Aegis cnitsete. 
The Kidd elms also stemmed freer 
the Spruance design: orb/Molly 
destined for the Imperial Iranian 
Navy, and optimized for the 
general warfare role rather than 
ASW. the four-chip order was 
cancelled folio:mina the Iranten 
revolution. and the /Mtn, were 
purchased by the US Navy and 
completed am designed. making 
them the most powerful destroyers 
In the fleet. The motor difference 
from the Weariest Is that the 
Kidds have two twin Mk 25 
Standard/ Agroc launcher's. 
Velem! Sterling from the FY95 
ovorheule. melor Improvernente 
being merle In the Spruenena will 
enable them in remain effective 
ASW unite well Into the next 
century. Improvornente Include 
the 1nel/illation of the LAMPS 1111 
shipboard electronic, end the 
Re ovary Agelel Secure and 
Traverse nyotem (RASTI for heli-
copter handling. 
An Improved version of the 
glint TM Afros and-
mbintrime means eel Ss 
ftned 	hors • 
MOMM01 Moocer. Mon 
iNdml Omen hem of 
from Me OOA xe kauneh•r 
Ise e, taia Kidd cloak 
which nandlot Standard 
BAN% as men TM intaine 
Imo • mom of up lo bra 
11 lizrel ond Ih• pirated 
Mime • 10 413 tormalo 
m a rMT nuclei, 
 d•ollmitarg• 
51n154 Mk 05 min Is under 
ammillereiton, end the Tomehewk 
myelorn win he fitted in ell Alpe of 
the chum m will the Mk 4I Venice! 
Launch Sperm with e 116 rollnd 
magazine In place n1 the Ann, 
We.: DOS DeY•1 131) nem. Like 
ninny Might've. the Sprnance clam 
men arblocl is 111-Informed crick-
In en In their early dime. but their 
Needle am now appreciated. 
TM Kamm SM-M 
Samodla LAMPS I ASW 
Isolocoolm Ws been 
005.1ional eft toe US 
Nam, OM. 1973 0.4 
COntInve service 
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Ticonderoga (CG 47) class Ships and Weapons: Ilcondemga 
I. 	IN McDonnei 	seem end adantanno 	The ea gavarrn version.. 
Dogmata Maranon Mr Venn:te bosh love an mealy Munched horn • 
proved an ov•llinianll 	addlIan• rocked Xmas. 	Meow canister Despite 
illoOPI•B. with moll 	 caul.. Wind • Mach 	00 naMattneff. 
C•••I 2.000 on mow to, 	atm Namenul mine M 	 mounting on me 
me us and novenae 00e/e 111 11/m) in Um 	7sentieroom nine. 
Immen notes Ina 	anima veloonandesren 	*MINK' 170edwn end 
misede eon be Mod (1157kns in rho linCe0.110 	 mull ono in • seemw 
from eircnoi isnot-84i 	Mom t froded“, but 
OubmarinoslUOM-84I externAl larpetleu 
.red eerie. once IROM- 	tams such as hohcOptars 
UM. and C emooliee by 	are required in clone 
▪ lorboM1. through Ma over-thenorizon •e• 
1111101M 	 O 515/5• Mk 45 dud.' 
A 51.1/154 NY 05 du* 	peva* gun Ilsti 
1s/room om1 1 . 1 1 N Ms 141 Mon:hers kw 
• Mit2e Moe 1 meow 	 Nmuoun 
Muncher 11421 for ask. 12,41 
814%1•4411314-21114111 
SAM AM Seem ASW EMelramana 
m1•4d•Il 	 1 SOS-53 boonmountad 
C 20non/711 AtIt II 	 MIN 
Vuleen/P1m14na crms 	I SPY-1A ub•••• We/ 
1201 	 moor toward and nol- 
o Spkersky Sk1-000 	 bowl 004,4159Y-15 
Mr hawk LAMPS 111 	horn CO 591 
AS59 holcouler 	 3 WSC-1 ■14•5411IN 
IS carmen 	 05.5musautvon• 
■ Mk 32 17 7101 ASW 	ontonna 
Impede tub.. 12 t3110/ 	• MIR SO illurnirmloe 
MIR locoodoOl 	 anent, I SM3412 
P Me 26 Mod 1 mein 	tonetael 
o unce./ i iswor 5SFo-e nun brownest 
Stenewo Sm-2 ∎ Wei 	row 
SAM end Om.% SSW 	 II SPS55 anent March 
nhaildn1 	 ruin 
neeneem9e030471 14 11 11 II 10 9 5 
	
11 5 4 3 
IS 
he nuclear powered. II was 
decided to utilize the growth 
potential of the per turbine 
powered Spruence denim to 
incorporele the nemereary 
elecironka. 
Thenderoge and her sisters are 
&Mimed to sorra as amiable. and 
are, therelore, equipped with an 
elaborate Combed Informing, 
Centre. which hen an Integrel nog 
function and In shier to accept and 
coordinele dela bum other ships 
■sod min:ralt In the 'troop. Tht• was 
found to be involueble during USS 
Ticonderoga'. deployment off 
Beirut. end the admirid in commend 
routinely exertdeed command from 4, 
 this elite het:emelt/1 the excellent 
be:11111es. In addition. because the 
Angle eyelem worked se well, he 
was able 10 reduce the Combel Air 
Patrol (CAP) tenor. a eignificent 
dxmlrlbulbn to the umbel 
,rfhn:llvenewo of lb., lock group. 
Palen: Twenty-eight unite are 
cuelalilly prole. led end II In 
envisaged that they will wend. In 
tonfunclien with notn.hilland ASW 
and AAW DUC, el the Scream ;0 
CMOs: USA 
Type: Guided-Inteelle cruiser (CC) 
O.111: 1980 
Cleo: 4 In *orrice: B building; 5 
ordered: 12 protected 
Dleplecemeell 6.800 Ions full load 
DIntatmlaall Length 51311.811 
1172.Rm) oe: beam 5511415.8m): 
draught 311110.5m) 
Propelslow 2-shell was turbine 
44 General Electric LM25011). 
80.000mhp 
Performenom Speed 30 knots 
Weeper,: SSM: 8 Harpoon: 30 
Tomahawk (CG 52 onward) 
SAM: 2 twin Mk 28 launcher. with 
68 Standard SM-2I MR)/ Asroc 
ICC 17511.2 Mk 41 Vertical 
Launch Systeme for 122 Standard 
SM-2(MR//Aerecilb•ishawk (CC 
52 onward) 
Gun.: 2 single 5In/54 Mk 45; 2 
Phalanx 20mm/78 Mk Ill CIWS: 2 
01mm (saluting) 
Torpedo tubes. 2 x 3 Mb 32 21In 
Airmen:2 LAMPS I or 111 
helicopter. 
S...... Radar. SPY-1A 3D phased 
array. (CC 47.58): 2 SPY-115 ICC 50 
onward): SPS-411(V) air search: 
SPS-55 surface search: SPQ-6 fire 
control; LN-80 nevIrtation ICC 
47-53): SPS-114 navigelion (CU 54 
onward) 
Sonar SQS-53A (CC 47-CG 59) 
bow-mounted; SQS-53B (CC 54 
onward): SQR-18 tTACTASI towed 
array ICC 54 onwards) 
Camplemessti 375 
Ilackgmemdt The US Navy It well 
timed to public crItIchan of Its new 
Alps. especially from Congress 
end the Sentence. Oliver Hazard 
Perry and Vii hole clammy have .11 
had Chub lair sham. Seldom. 
however. hes on much III-Informed 
and hoettle comment been directed 
at any one clean as that provoked 
by the Ticonderoees. The .10P and 
her electronics syylems have 
recently vindicated themselves in 
a series of rigorous tests, hacked 
up by some very successful 
opentional deployments and they 
are now among the most potent 
warships afloat. 
The Amp. Combat System, one 
of the most important break-
throuxha In novel technology of 
recent years was developed In 
revenue to the threat of saturation 
anodic attacks that form the best. 
of Sevier anti-carrier tactic. during 
the HMO. and beyond. Tempe with 
ouch lactic.. meson muot lie able 
to react virtually inntantenemedy 
and helm a civically unlimited 
locking capability. but con-
ventional rotatine radon urn 
limited both In dole-processing 
tenacity and In the number of 
target tracks they can handle: 
therefore a new syelem had to 
be found. 
The solution adopted with the 
Augis system Is to mount four 
flood planer array, on the eupor 
dructure of the whip two on tech 
ul the forward and eller deck-
home... Each array hue 4.1110 
redialin e elemente and in ountrolled 
by a UYK-1 digital computer to 
Produce and elixir multiple beam. 
for target seenh, Jobe:lien Ned 
arranged In priority of threat and 
then engaged. either eutometlully 
or with manual override. by ■ 
variety of delenolve systems. The 
system also produces forget 
designation dela for the Raytheon 
target Illuminating radius which 
detect the meneactive radar homing 
Stenciled SM-2 (ER) missile. 
Al longer renters ■ Ir largnle are 
eneeeed by the SM-2 miselle fired 
from one of two Mb 25 Launchers. 
Up to 10 mi.elley can be kepi in this 
air In addition to lour in the 
larretnel phew.. and the Mk Pg 
illuminators switch rapidly from 
one tereel to the next under 
computer control. Clomerensie 
defence Is provided by Iwo bin/ 54 
Rune. while the finel line of 
defence Is pomaded by two 
Phalanx CIWS. 
II was orielmlly envisaged thud 
thix very wobble . .led eyelet, 
would be itudalkel in nuclear-
powered extorts such as the 
planned Strike Coaxer (CSC14) or 
the Modified Virginal ICGN-421 
alma, bul 111u enormous Lied of the 
system. cuUlded will. dud Id 
nuclear propubdun. preyed le be 
pro hIleilvely nepenelvo. 
In the liddRelnry I:11111410 01 the 
bider piers of I ho Carter Admintie 
Mallon Since II was cousIdered 
that two Amite oucorlk would ha 
required For ouch ul II,, 17 carrier 
battle groups and because not 
•at 
\\ s • 
0 
Loll: A adorn view of Thenderage 
(CC 47) viewing the after stnele 
511./54 Mk 45 pun mounting. the 
Mk 211mleolle launcher and the 
Imo Mehl deck (the h 
accommodetes owe LAMPS 1 an III 
helkopiend. Al.. clearly Mollie is 
IM after pale el SPY-1A array.. 
which are the principal element. 
In the Mete system. Note that the 
Macke ere offset, the forward es* 
7 12140.1 diseclqn- 
find.oe mien. 
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ono gun mo.avog and one 
Mla 26 tomes, muncher 
in be NW Tno undo, 
 dad, wagon. horns 
44 mama uevallv 24 
Standard SAM and 20 
Aaron Allhouon Avon 
mantbna mar be ,401400 
to Wow tome 
1. be ea.." The Om 
maw.. ue.du •• 
Stenderd SAM* Fn. 
CO 52 onours1 Mk 41 01.9 
4.411 melee. Ream 
rnagerkkm End launekous 
• , 
1111xisc USS Vloceene• (CC 4111, her 
maul. srpendruclure and ila 
Owe SPY-IA array. clearly vielble. 
data Moe Id two Mk SO Illinolneleo 
directory Mown the bridie with the 
bell-shaped rover for the SPQ-A 
flee Patrol molar interims inhere 
them. The bull of the Tkendensms 
rise colas. le Ideelkal with that 
of the Sposence a lime destroyers. ■ 
fact which hes produced 
cossablereble workers. 
• A 
law 1 ho SH4108 
Snots* LAMPS 111 
snipped rem APS-124 
raw. FLIP. Nonottotna 
and ASO-011532 MAO 
whom mo and yon o. 
Sod can tnt man undo 
ma s50r005,0 wine 
Normal wooden load I 
b. MS MI toreddOeS 
Antenna Measurement 
Antennas 
Series 28 Broadband Dual Polarized Feeds 
tenna Feeds 
es 28 Antenna feeds are dual-polarized feeds intended 
use with Series 22 Reflectors. 
es 28C Antenna Feeds utilize a dual-polarized struc-
and a 90 degree hybrid, with a 50-ohm termination. 
-hand circular, right-hand circular, or dual-linear polari-
ms can be obtained by proper element excitation. 
ause of the frequency and polarization versatility of 
.e antennas, they are particularly useful on antenna 
ranges. They also have applications in communica-
s and monitoring links. 
The 28 and 28C Series of antenna feeds are made up of 
two types of structures. The frequency range from 0.5 GHz 
to 2.0 GHz is covered with crossed log-periodic dipole 
arrays. Four-ridged waveguide feeds are used from 2.0 to 
18 GHz. All waveguide feeds are treated to resist 
corrosion and weathersealed with a radome cover. A 
desiccator in the feeds absorbs any moisture which may 
accumulate. 
All Series 28 and 28C Antenna Feeds are supplied with 
procedures for mechanically aligning and adjusting the 
feed in their respective reflectors. Electrical alignment and 
focusing for optimum radiation patterns can be performed 
at the factory and copies of the data provided for an 
additional cost per unit. 
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